We study the asymptotic distribution of CM points on the moduli space of elliptic curves over Cp, as the discriminant of the underlying endomorphism ring varies. In contrast with the complex case, we show that there is no uniform distribution. In this paper we characterize all the sequences of discriminants for which the corresponding CM points converge towards the Gauss point of the Berkovich affine line. We also give an analogous characterization for Hecke orbits. In the companion paper we characterize all the remaining limit measures of CM points and Hecke orbits.
Introduction
Given an algebraically closed field K, denote by Y pKq the moduli space of elliptic curves over K. It is the space of all isomorphism classes of elliptic curves over K, for isomorphisms defined over K. For a class E in Y pKq, the j-invariant jpEq of E is an element of K determining E completely. The map j : Y pKq Ñ K so defined is a bijection. See for example [Sil09] and [Lan87] for background on elliptic curves.
If K is of characteristic 0, then the endomorphism ring of an elliptic curve defined over K is isomorphic to Z or to an order in a quadratic imaginary extension of Q. In the latter case, the order only depends on the class E in Y pKq of the elliptic curve and E is said to have complex multiplication or to be a CM point. In this paper, the discriminant of a CM point is the discriminant of the corresponding order. * . Moreover, a discriminant is the discriminant of an order in a quadratic imaginary extension of Q. An integer D is a discriminant if and only if D ă 0 and D " 0, 1 mod 4. * This notion of discriminant is not to be confused with the discriminant of a Weierstrass model of an elliptic curve [Sil09, Chapter III, Section 1]. 1 For every discriminant D, the set (1.1) Λ D :" tE P Y pKq : CM point of discriminant Du is finite and nonempty. So, we can define the probability measure δ D on Y pKq, by
where δ x denotes the Dirac measure on Y pKq at x.
Throughout the rest of this paper we fix a prime number p and a completion pC p , |¨| p q of an algebraic closure of the field of p-adic numbers Q p . Our first goal is to study, for K " C p , the asymptotic distribution of Λ D as the discriminant D tends to´8. This is motivated by the following result in the case where K is the field of complex numbers C. Recall that, if we consider the usual action of SL 2 pZq on the upper half-plane H by Möbius transformations, then Y pCq can be naturally identified with the quotient space SL 2 pZqzH. An appropriate multiple of the hyperbolic measure on H descends to a probability measure µ hyp on Y pCq.
Theorem 1. For every continuous and bounded function ϕ : Y pCq Ñ R, we have
as the discriminant D tends to´8. Equivalently, we have the weak convergence of measures
as the discriminant D tends to´8.
The asymptotic distribution of CM points on Y pCq was part of a family of problems studied by Linnik, see [Lin68] and also [MV06] . By applying a certain "ergodic method", Linnik proved the result above for sequences of discriminants satisfying some congruence restrictions. In a breakthrough, Duke removed the congruence restrictions assumed by Linnik and proved Theorem 1 for fundamental discriminants [Duk88] . Duke's proof uses the theory of non-holomorphic modular forms of half-integral weight and bounds for their Fourier coefficients, building on work of Iwaniec [Iwa87] . Finally, Clozel and Ullmo obtained Theorem 1 for arbitrary discriminants, by studying the action of Hecke correspondences on CM points and combining Duke's result together with the uniform distribution of Hecke orbits [CU04] .
1.1. Convergence of CM points towards the Gauss point. Our first goal is to describe the asymptotic distribution of CM points for the ground field K " C p . However, it is easy to find sequences of discriminants pD n q 8 n"1 for which the sequence of measures pδ Dn q 8 n"1 on Y pC p q has no accumulation measure. A natural solution to this issue is to consider Y pC p q as a subspace of the Berkovich affine line A 1 Berk over C p , using the j-invariant to identify Y pC p q with the subspace C p of A 1 Berk . In fact, every sequence of measures pδ Dn q 8 n"1 as above accumulates on at least one probability measure with respect to the weak topology on the space of Borel measures on A 1 Berk . See Section 2.4 for a brief review of the space A 1 Berk and the weak topology on the space of measures on A 1 Berk .
In contrast with Theorem 1, for K " C p the measures δ D on A 1 Berk do not converge to a limit as the discriminant D tends to´8. Our first main result is a characterization of all those sequences of discriminants pD n q 8 n"1 tending to´8, such that the sequence of measures pδ Dn q 8 n"1 in A 1 Berk converges to the Dirac measure at the "canonical" or "Gauss point" x can of A 1 Berk . In the companion paper [HMR19] we show that in all the remaining cases the sequence pδ Dn q 8 n"1 accumulates on at least one probability measure supported on a compact subset of the supersingular locus of Y pC p q and characterize all possible accumulation measures.
To state our first main result, we introduce some notation and terminology. Identify the residue field of C p with an algebraic closure F p of the field with p elements F p . Recall that the endomorphism ring of an elliptic curve over F p is isomorphic to an order in either a quadratic imaginary extension of Q or a quaternion algebra over Q. In the former case the corresponding elliptic curve class is ordinary and it is supersingular in the latter.
Denote by O p the ring of integers of C p and by π : O p Ñ F p the reduction map. An elliptic curve class E has good reduction, if there is a representative elliptic curve defined over O p whose reduction is smooth. In this case the reduction is an elliptic curve defined over F p , whose class r E only depends on E and is the reduction of E. Moreover, E has ordinary (resp. supersingular ) reduction if r E is ordinary (resp. supersingular). An elliptic curve has good reduction precisely when jpEq is in O p and when this is not the case E has bad reduction. The moduli space Y pC p q is thus partitioned into three pairwise disjoint sets: The bad, ordinary and supersingular reduction loci, denoted by Y bad pC p q, Y ord pC p q and Y sups pC p q, respectively. Using j : Y pC p q Ñ C p to identify Y pC p q and C p , we thus have the partition O p " Y ord pC p q \ Y sups pC p q. Moreover, if we denote by Y sups pF p q the finite subset of Y pF p q of supersingular classes, then Y sups pC p q " π´1pY sups pF pis a finite union of residue discs of O p . Note that Y ord pC p q is a union of infinitely many residue discs of O p .
Every CM point E has good reduction and the reduction type only depends on the discriminant D of E, as follows.
piq If p splits in Qp ? Dq, then E has ordinary reduction. piiq If p ramifies or is inert in Qp ? Dq, then E has supersingular reduction. See [Deu41] or [Lan87, Chapter 13, Section 4, Theorem 12]. We call a discriminant D p-ordinary in the first case and p-supersingular in the second. Moreover, we define |D| p -sups :"
Theorem A. Let pD n q 8 n"1 be a sequence of discriminants tending to´8. Then we have the weak convergence of measures δ Dn Ñ δ xcan as n Ñ 8 if and only if |D n | p -sups Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8.
For readers unfamiliar with the Berkovich affine line, we give a concrete formulation of the convergence of measures in Theorem A in terms of C p only, see Lemma 2.3piiq in Section 2.4.
We obtain Theorem A as a direct consequence of quantitative estimates in the cases where all the discriminants in pD n q 8 n"1 are p-ordinary (Theorem 3.5 in Section 3.2) or p-supersingular (Theorem 4.1 in Section 4). Note that in the former case Theorem A asserts that δ Dn Ñ δ xcan weakly as n Ñ 8. The following stronger statement is a direct consequence of our quantitative estimate in this case.
Corollary B (Ordinary CM points are isolated). Every disc of radius strictly less than one contained in Y ord pC p q contains at most a finite number of CM points. In particular, the set of CM points in Y ord pC p q is discrete.
Corollary B seems to be well-known by the experts in the field, although we have not found this result explicitly stated in the literature. See Section 1.3 for comments and references.
1.2. Convergence of Hecke orbits towards the Gauss point. To state our next main result, we first introduce Hecke correspondences. See Section 2.2 for background.
Given an algebraically closed field K of characteristic 0, a divisor on Y pKq is an element of DivpY pKqq :" à EPY pKq ZE, the free abelian group spanned by the points of Y pKq. The degree and support of a divisor D " ř EPY pKq n E E in DivpY pKqq are defined by degpDq :" ÿ EPY pKq n E and supppDq :" tE P Y pKq : n E ‰ 0u, respectively. If in addition degpDq ě 1 and for every E in Y pKq we have n E ě 0, then
For n in N :" t1, 2, . . .u the n-th Hecke correspondence is the linear map where the sum runs over all subgroups C of E of order n. Note that supppT n pEqq is the set of all E 1 in Y pKq for which there is an isogeny E Ñ E 1 of degree n. Moreover, degpT n pEqq " ÿ d|n,dą0 d ě n, so degpT n pEqq Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8.
In the case K " C p , it is easy to see that for each E in Y bad pC p q (resp. Y ord pC p q, Y sups pC p q), we have that for every n in N the divisor T n pEq is supported on Y bad pC p q (resp. Y ord pC p q, Y sups pC p q).
Theorem C. For every E in Y bad pC p q Y Y ord pC p q, we have the weak convergence of measures δ TnpEq Ñ δ xcan as n Ñ 8.
Moreover, for E in Y sups pC p q and a sequence pn j q 8 j"1 in N tending to 8, we have the weak convergence of measures δ Tn j pEq Ñ δ xcan as j Ñ 8 if and only if |n j | p Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8.
When restricted to the case where E is in Y bad pC p q, the above theorem is [Ric18,
To the best of our knowledge, Theorem C gives the first example where equidistribution of orbits fails for correspondences of degree bigger than one, see Section 2.2 for a description of Hecke correspondences as algebraic correspondences. In the complex case, pluri-potential theory has been used successfully to prove equidistribution for correspondences satisfying a mild "non-modularity" condition, see for example [DKW18] and references therein.
The uniform distribution of Hecke orbits on Y pCq is a well-known result from the spectral theory of automorphic forms, see [CU04, Théorème 2.1], and also [COU01, EO06] for extensions and [LS64] for the related work of Linnik and Skubenko.
Remark 1.1. In [COU01, EO06] , the starting point is an algebraic group G over Q and a congruence subgroup Γ of GpQq, and the ambient space is X " ΓzGpRq. In this context, there is a natural notion of Hecke correspondences on X. The aforementioned works establish the uniform distribution of every orbit of such Hecke correspondences under general hypotheses. In particular, the Q-structure of G allows for p-adic variants of such results, see, e.g., [COU01, Remark (1) in p. 332]. In the particular case G " SL 2 and Γ " SL 2 pZq, there is a natural isomorphism Y pCq » SL 2 pZqz SL 2 pRq{ SO 2 pRq and the natural projection from X to Y pCq takes Hecke orbits as in [COU01, EO06] to Hecke orbits on Y pCq as defined in this paper. The uniform distribution of Hecke orbits on Y pCq is thus a special case of [COU01, Theorem 1.6], see also [EO06, Theorem 1.2]. However, this strategy breaks down for Hecke orbits on Y pC p q, because there is no analogous uniformization of Y pC p q as a double quotient. Moreover, Theorem C shows that there is no uniform distribution of Hecke orbits on Y pC p q. Indeed, Theorem C and our results in the companion paper [HMR19] show that, in contrast with [COU01, CU04, EO06], the asymptotic distribution of pT nj pEqq 8 j"1 on Y pC p q depends on both the starting point E and the sequence of integers pn j q 8 j"1 . 1.3. Notes and references. After the first version of this paper was written, we learned about the related work of Goren and Kassaei, appeared as [GK17] . For a prime number ℓ different from p, Goren and Kassaei study in [GK17] the dynamics of the Hecke correspondence T ℓ acting on the moduli space of elliptic curves with a marked torsion point of exact order N coprime to pℓ. So, on one hand [GK17] is more general than this paper in that it considers modular curves with level structure. On the other hand, [GK17] is more restrictive in that it only considers the dynamics of a single Hecke correspondence of prime index different from p, as opposed to the dynamics of the whole algebra of Hecke correspondences considered here. Note also that we use C p as a ground field, which is natural to study equidistribution problems, whereas [GK17] is restricted to algebraic extensions of Q p . In spite of the fact that both papers study the dynamics of similar maps, there is no significant intersection between the results of [GK17] and those of this paper. See also [HMR19] for our additional results in the supersingular locus and the corresponding comparison with the results of [GK17] . Finally, our results on the dynamics of the canonical branch t of T p (defined on Y ord pC p q in Section 3.1) on ordinary CM points show that this map gives rise to a "pp`1q-volcano" in the sense of [GK17, Section 2.1], see Remark 3.6.
Corollary B seems well-known among experts in the field, although we have not found this result explicitly stated in the literature. Even for higher-dimensional abelian varieties it can be deduced from the explicit characterization of the Serre-Tate local coordinates of CM points as torsion points of the multiplicative group, see, e.g., [dJN91, Proposition 3.5]. Our approach makes no use of these local coordinates, and is based on rigid analytic properties of the canonical branch t of T p . For CM elliptic curves with ordinary reduction, the connection between these two approaches is well-known, see, e.g., [Dwo69, Section 7 d)].
Since every CM point of Y pC p q is in the bounded set O p , Theorem A yields the following stronger statement: For every continuous function ϕ : Y pC p q Ñ R and every sequence of discriminants pD n q 8 n"1 tending to´8 and satisfying |D n | p -sups Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, we have
Although our formulation of Theorem 1 seems stronger than the one in [CU04, Théorème 2.4], it is easy to see that it is equivalent, see for example [Bil97, Lemma 2.2].
1.4. Strategy and organization. We now explain the strategy of the proof of Theorems A and C and simultaneously describe the organization of the paper.
After some preliminaries in Section 2, we proceed to the proof of Theorem A in Sections 3 and 4. Theorem A is a direct consequence of stronger quantitative estimates in two separate cases: The case where all the discriminants in pD n q 8 n"1 are p-ordinary and the case where they are all p-supersingular.
The p-ordinary case is treated in Section 3. There are two main ingredients, both of which are related to the "canonical branch t" of T p that is defined in terms of the "canonical subgroup" in Section 3.1, see also Appendix B. The first main tool is a simple formula, for every integer m ě 1, of T p m on Y ord pC p q in terms of t (Proposition 3.4 in Section 3.1). To establish this formula we use results of Tate and Deligne to show that t is rigid analytic. The second main tool is the interpretation of p-ordinary CM points as preperiodic points of t on Y ord pC p q (Theorem 3.5piq), which is based on Deuring's work on the canonical subgroup. Our quantitative estimate in the p-ordinary case is stated as Theorem 3.5piiq in Section 3.2 and its proof is given at the end of this section.
The p-supersingular case is technically more difficult. We use Katz-Lubin's extension of the theory of canonical subgroups to "not too supersingular" elliptic curves and "Katz' valuation". We recall these in Section 4.1, where we also give an explicit formula relating Katz' valuation to the j-invariant (Proposition 4.3). We use Katz' valuation to give a concrete description of the action of Hecke correspondences on the supersingular locus in terms of a sequence of correspondences pτ m q 8 m"1 acting on the interval " 0, p p`1 ı (Proposition 4.5 in Section 4.2). To do this, we rely on results in [Kat73, Section 3] and, for p " 2 and 3, on certain congruences satisfied by certain Eisenstein series, see Proposition A.1 in Appendix A. Our quantitative estimate in the p-ordinary case is stated as Theorem 4.1 at the beginning of Section 4 and its proof is given at the end of this section. In Appendix B we formulate some of our results on the canonical branch t of T p , as a lift of the classical Eichler-Shimura congruence relation (Theorem B.1).
The proof of Theorem C splits in three complementary cases, according to the reduction type of E. In each case we obtain a stronger quantitative estimate. For the bad reduction case we use Tate's uniformization theory (Proposition 5.1 in Section 5.1). Thanks to the multiplicative properties of Hecke correspondences (2.6), the ordinary reduction case (Proposition 5.2 in Section 5.2) is reduced to two special cases: The asymptotic distribution of pT p m pEqq 8 m"1 (Proposition 5.3) and, for a sequence pn j q 8 j"1 of integers in N that are not divisible by p, the asymptotic distribution of pT nj pEqq 8 j"1 (Proposition 5.4). The former case is obtained using the tools developed in Section 3.5 and the latter is reduced to the study of the action of Hecke correspondences on ordinary elliptic curves in Y pF p q and is elementary. Finally, the supersingular case (Proposition 5.6 in Section 5.3) is obtained from the description of the action of Hecke correspondences on the supersingular locus in Section 4.2 and an explicit formula for the correspondences pτ m q 8 m"1 (Lemma 5.7). Acknowledgments. The second and third named authors thank Leon Takhtajan for references. The second named author thanks Emmanuel Ullmo for sharing his interest in the questions we study here. He also acknowledges Rodolphe Richard for explaining him the basic ideas leading to Propositions 5.1 and 5.4. We thank the anonymous referees for their valuable comments that helped us improve the exposition.
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Preliminaries
Recall that N " t1, 2, . . .u. Given n in N, denote by dpnq :" ÿ dą0,d|n 1 and σ 1 pnq :" ÿ dą0,d|n d the number and the sum of the positive divisors of n, respectively. We use several times the inequality (2.1) σ 1 pnq ě n, and the fact that for every ε ą 0 we have (2.2) dpnq " opn ε q, see for example [Apo76, p. 296 ].
For a set X and a subset A of X, we use 1 A : X Ñ t0, 1u to denote the indicator function of A.
For a topological space X, denote by δ x the Dirac mass on X supported at x. It is the Borel probability measure characterized by the property that for every Borel subset Y of X we have δ x pY q " 1 if x P Y and δ x pY q " 0 otherwise.
Normalize the norm |¨| p of C p so that |p| p " 1 p and denote by ord p : C p Ñ R Y t`8u the valuation defined by ord p p0q "`8 and for z in Cp by ord p pzq " log |z|p log p . Denote by M p the maximal ideal of O p and recall that we identify O p {M p with F p and that π : O p Ñ F p denotes the reduction morphism. For ζ in F p , denote by Dpζq :" π´1pζq the residue disc corresponding to ζ.
Divisors.
A divisor on a set X † is a formal finite sum ř xPX n x x in À xPX Zx. In the special case where for some x 0 in X we have n x0 " 1 and n x " 0 for every x ‰ x 0 , we use rx 0 s to denote this divisor. When there is no danger of confusion, sometimes we use x 0 to denote rx 0 s.
Let D " ř xPX n x rxs be a divisor on X. The degree and the support of D are defined by degpDq :" ÿ xPX n x and supppDq :" tx P X : n x ‰ 0u, respectively. The divisor D is effective, if for every x in X we have n x ě 0. For A Ď X, the restriction of D to A is the divisor on X defined by
For a set X 1 and a map f : X Ñ X 1 , the push-forward action of f on divisors f˚: DivpXq Ñ DivpX 1 q is the linear extension of the action of f on points. In the particular case in which X 1 " G is a commutative group, also define f : DivpXq Ñ G by f pDq :" ÿ xPX n x f pxq P G.
If X is a topological space and D is an effective divisor satisfying degpDq ě 1, then δ D :" 1 degpDq ř xPX n x δ x is a Borel measure on X. Note that in the case G " R and f is measurable, we have ż
Since we are identifying Y pC p q with C p via j, we identify divisors on Y pC p q and on C p accordingly.
Hecke correspondences.
In this section we recall the construction and main properties of the Hecke correspondences. For details we refer the reader to [Shi71, Sections 7.2 and 7.3] for the general theory, or to the survey [DI95, Part II].
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. First, note that for every integer n ě 1 and divisor D in DivpY pKqq, we have degpT n pDqq " σ 1 pnq degpDq.
Moreover, for n " 1 the correspondence T 1 is by definition the identity on DivpY pKqq. † We only use this definition in the case X is one of several types of one-dimensional objects.
For such X, the notion of divisor introduced here can be seen as a natural extension of the usual notion of Weil divisor.
We also consider the linear extension of Hecke correspondences to DivpY pKqqbQ. For an integer N ě 1, denote by Y 0 pN q the modular curve of level N . It is a quasi-projective variety defined over Q. The points of Y 0 pN q over K parametrize the moduli space of equivalence classes of pairs pE, Cq, where E is an elliptic curve over K and C is a cyclic subgroup of E of order N . Here, two such pairs pE, Cq and pE 1 , C 1 q are equivalent if there exists an isomorphism φ : E Ñ E 1 over K taking C to C 1 . In particular, when N " 1, for every algebraically closed field K we can parametrize Y pKq by Y 0 p1qpKq, and Y 0 p1q is isomorphic to the affine line A 1 Q . For N ą 1, denote by Φ N pX, Y q the modular polynomial of level N , which is a symmetric polynomial in ZrX, Y s that is monic in both X and Y , see, e.g., [Lan87, Chapter 5, Sections 2 and 3]. This polynomial is characterized by the equality
This implies that a birational model for Y 0 pN q is provided by the plane algebraic curve
For each prime q, let α q , β q : Y 0 pqq Ñ Y 0 p1q be the rational maps over Q given in terms of moduli spaces by α q pE, Cq :" E and β q pE, Cq :" E{C.
In terms of the model (2.4) with N " q, the rational maps α q and β q correspond to the projections on the X and Y coordinate, respectively. Denote by pα˚and pβt he push-forward action of α q and β q on divisors, respectively, as in Section 2.1. Denote also by αq the pull-back action of α q on divisors, defined at x in Y 0 p1qpKq by
where deg αq pyq is the local degree of α q at y. This definition is extended by linearity to arbitrary divisors. The pull-back action βq of β q is defined in a similar way. Then the Hecke correspondence T q : DivpY pKqq Ñ DivpY pKqq is recovered as
where the second equality follows from the first and from the symmetry of T q . For an arbitrary integer n ě 2, the correspondence T n can be recovered from different T q 's, for q running over prime divisors of n, by using the identities (2.5) T q r " T q˝Tq r´1´q¨T q r´2 for q prime and r ě 2;
(2.6) T ℓ˝Tm " T ℓm for ℓ, m ě 1 coprime.
We conclude this section with the following lemma used in Sections 3.1 and 5.2.
Lemma 2.1. Let n ě 1 be an integer. For E in Y pC p q, the divisor T n pEq varies continuously with respect to E in the following sense: For every commutative topological group G and every continuous function f : Y pC p q Ñ G, the function T n f : Y pC p q Ñ G given by T n f pEq :" f pT n pEqq is continuous. In particular, for every open and closed subset A Ď Y pC p q, the integer valued map E Þ Ñ deg pT n pEq| A q is locally constant.
Proof. We first treat the case where n equals a prime number q. Let P 0 pXq, . . . , P q pXq be the polynomials in ZrXs such that
Let pE m q 8 m"1 be a sequence and E 0 be a point in Y pC p q, such that jpE m q Ñ jpE 0 q when m tends to infinity. Then for every k in t0, 1, . . . , qu, we have P k pjpE mÑ P k pjpE 0when m tends to infinity. It follows that the roots of the polynomial Φ q pjpE m q, Y q converge to the roots of Φ q pjpE 0 q, Y q, in the following sense: For every m in t0, 1, 2, . . .u we can find z m,0 , . . . , z m,q in C p , so that
and so that for every k in t0, 1, . . . , qu we have z m,k Ñ z 0,k when m tends to infinity, see for example [Bri06, Theorem 2] . For each m in t0, 1, 2, . . .u and k in t0, 1, . . . , qu, let E m,k be the curve in Y pC p q with jpE m,k q " z m,k . By the definition of T q and (2.3), we have for every m ě 0
Since for every k in t0, 1, . . . , qu we have jpE m,k q Ñ jpE 0,k q when m tends to infinity, we conclude that for every continuous function f : Y pC p q Ñ G we have
This proves that T q f is continuous.
We now treat the general case by using multiplicative induction, the relations (2.5) and (2.6), and the fact that for every pair of linear maps L, r L : DivpY pC pÑ DivpY pC p qq, every pair of integers m, r m, and every function F : Y pC p q Ñ G, one has (2.7)
pL˝r LqpF q " r LpLpFand pmL`r m r LqpF q " mLpF q`r m r LpF q.
Denote by I the set of those integers n ě 1 such that for every continuous function f : Y pC p q Ñ G, the function T n pf q is also continuous. Clearly I contains 1, since for every function f we have T 1 pf q " f . By the proof given above, I contains all prime numbers. Let n ě 1 be a given integer having each divisor in I, and let q be a prime number. Let s ě 0 and n 0 ě 1 be the integers such that n " q s n 0 , and such that q does not divide n 0 . Then by the relations (2.5) and (2.6), and by (2.7), we have T qn pf q " T q s`1 n0 pf q " T n0 pT q s`1 pf qq, and for s ě 1 T q s`1 pf q " T q s pT q pf qq´qT q s´1 pf q.
Since n 0 , q, q s , and q s´1 if s ě 1, are all in I, we conclude that T qn pf q is continuous, and that qn is in I. This completes the proof of the multiplicative induction step, and of the first part of the lemma. The second part of the lemma is an easy consequence of the first. Indeed, let A Ď Y pC p q be an open and closed subset. Then the function 1 A is continuous and the first part implies that E Þ Ñ T n 1 A pEq " 1 A pT n pEqq " degpT n pEq| A q is also continuous. But T n 1 A has integer values, hence it must be locally constant. This completes the proof of the lemma.
2.3. Hecke orbits of CM points and an estimate on class numbers. In this section we first recall a special case of a formula of Zhang describing the effect of Hecke correspondences on CM points (Lemma 2.2), which is used in Sections 3, 4 and 5.2. To do this, and for the rest of the paper, for every discriminant D we consider Λ D as a divisor. We also use Siegel's classical lower bound on class numbers of quadratic imaginary extensions of Q, to give the following estimate used in the proof of Theorem A: For every ε ą 0 there is a constant C ą 0 such that for every negative discriminant D, we have
. In this section we follow [CU04, Section 2.3], adding some details for the benefit of the reader.
We use d to denote a negative fundamental discriminant. For each discriminant D there is a unique negative fundamental discriminant d and integer f ě 1 such that D " df 2 . These are the fundamental discriminant and conductor of D, respectively. We denote by O d,f the unique order of discriminant D in the quadratic imaginary extension Qp ? dq of Q and put w d,f :" #´Od ,f {Zˆ¯"´#Od ,f¯{ 2.
The integer f is the index of O d,f inside the ring of integers of Qp ? dq. Note that w´3 ,1 " 3, w´4 ,1 " 2, and that in all the remaining cases w d,f " 1.
Recall that the Dirichlet convolution of two functions g, r g : N Ñ C, is defined by
Given a fundamental discriminant d, denote by R d : N Ñ N Y t0u the function that to each n in N assigns the number of integral ideals of norm n in the ring of integers of Qp ? dq. Moreover, denote by R´1 d the inverse of R d with respect to the Dirichlet convolution.
Lemma 2.2. For every fundamental discriminant d ă 0 and any pair of coprime integers f ě 1 and r f ě 1, we have the relations
If in addition f is not divisible by p, then we have
and for every integer m ě 2 we have
To prove this lemma, we first record the following identity, which is also used in the proof (2.8) below and of Lemma 5.5 in Section 5.2. Let ψ d be the quadratic character associated to K " Qp ? dq, which is given by the Kronecker symbol`d˘, and denote by 1 : N Ñ C the constant function equal to 1. Then we have the equality of functions
In fact, if we denote by ζpsq the Riemann zeta function, by ζ K psq the Dedekind zeta function associated to K, and by Lpψ d , sq the Dedekind L-function associated to ψ d , then the formula above is equivalent to the factorization ζ K psq " ζpsqLpψ d , sq, whose proof can be found for example in [Coh07, Proposition 10.5.5 in p. 219], or [Lan94, Chapter XII, Section 1, Theorem 1].
Proof of Lemma 2.2. From the Möbius inversion formula we deduce that (2.9) and (2.10) are equivalent. Hence, it is enough to prove (2.10). We have the following formula of Zhang 
On the other hand, note that if f and r f in N are coprime, then by (2.6) and (2.15), we obtain (2.10).
Finally, (2.11) and (2.12) are a direct consequence of (2.9), (2.13) and the fact that ψ d ppq " 1 (resp. 0,´1) if p splits (resp. ramifies, is inert) in Qp ? dq. 
Given ε ą 0, there are C 1 in p0, 1q and N in N such that q´1 q ě q´ε for every q ą N and q´1 q ě C 1 q´ε for every 2 ď q ď N . Hence, for every integer f ě 2 we have ź
Combined with (2.16) and (2.17), this completes the proof of (2.8).
2.4. The Berkovich affine line over C p and the Gauss point. We refer the reader to [Ber90] for the general theory of Berkovich spaces, and to [BR10, Chapter 1] for the special case of the Berkovich affine line over C p , which is the only Berkovich space of relevance in this paper. The Berkovich affine line over C p , which we denote by A 1 Berk , is a topological space defined as follows. As a set, A 1
Berk is the collection of all multiplicative seminorms on the polynomial ring C p rXs that take values in R0 and that extend the p-adic norm |¨| p on C p . Hence, a point x P A 1 Berk is given by a map x : C p rXs Ñ R0 satisfying for every a in C p and for all f and g in C p rXs, xpaq " |a| p , xpf`gq ď xpf q`xpgq and xpf gq " xpf qxpgq.
The topology of A 1
Berk is the weakest topology such that for every f P C p rXs, the function A 1 Berk Ñ C p given by x Þ Ñ xpf q is continuous. The topological space A 1 Berk is Hausdorff, locally compact, metrizable and path-connected. It contains C p as a dense subspace via the map ι : C p Ñ A 1 Berk given, for z P C p and f P C p rXs, by ιpzqpf q :" |f pzq| p . We identify divisors on C p and on ιpC p q accordingly.
The canonical point or Gauss point x can of A 1 Berk is the Gauss norm N ÿ n"0 a n X n Þ Ñ sup
-" maxt|a n | p : n P t0, . . . , N uu.
Given a P C p and r ą 0, define Dpa, rq :" tx P C p : |x´a| p ă ru;
Berk is given by the collection of sets (2.18)
where R ą 1 and A is a finite subset of O p . We conclude this section with the following result. Recall that a sequence of Borel probability measures pµ n q nPN on a topological space X converges weakly to a Borel measure µ on X, if for every continuous and bounded function f :
Lemma 2.3. Let pD n q nPN be a sequence of effective divisors on C p such that for every n we have degpD n q ě 1. Then, the following are equivalent:
piq δ ιpDnq Ñ δ xcan weakly as n Ñ 8. piiq For every R ą 1 and every a in O p , we have for D " Dpa, R´1q and
For the reader's convenience we provide a self-contained proof of this lemma, which applies to the Berkovich affine line over an arbitrary complete and algebraically closed field. Using that A 1 Berk is metrizable, the lemma can also be obtained as a direct consequence of the following observations: piq is equivalent to the assertion that for every neighborhood U of x can in A 1 Berk we have lim nÑ8 δ Dn pUq " 1.
This last statement is equivalent to the contrapositive of piiq.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Assume that piq holds and let R ą 1 and a in O p be given. Note that the first equality in piiq is a direct consequence of the definitions. To prove the second equality, take a continuous function φ : R0 Ñ r0, 1s satisfying φp1q " 0 and φptq " 1 for 0 ď t ď R´1 and for t ě R. Let α : A 1 Berk Ñ R be the continuous function given by αpxq " xpX´aq and put F :" φ˝α. By construction we have F px can q " φp1q " 0 and F pxq " 1 for all x P Dpa, R´1q Y D 8 pa, Rq.
Using that for z P C p we have (2.19) z P Dpa, R´1q ô ιpzq P Dpa, R´1q and z P D 8 pa, Rq ô ιpzq P D 8 pa, Rq,
Since F is continuous and bounded, our hypothesis piq implies that δ Dn pDpa, R´1qq Ñ 0 and δ Dn pD 8 pa, Rqq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8.
This completes the proof of the implication piq ñ piiq. Now, assume that piiq holds, let F : A 1 Berk Ñ R be a continuous and bounded function and let ε ą 0 be given. Since the sets (2.18) form a basis of neighborhoods of x can , there are R ą 1 and a finite subset A of O p such that (2.20)
|F pxq´F px can q| ă ε for all x P ApA; Rq.
Let R 1 in p1, Rq be fixed. From the definition of A :" ApA; Rq, we have
Using (2.19) and piiq with R replaced by R 1 and with a in A Y t0u, we obtain
Together with our choice of ApA; Rq, this impliešˇˇˇż
and therefore lim sup nÑ8ˇż F dδ ιpDnq´F px can qˇˇˇˇď ε.
Since ε ą 0 is arbitrary, this completes the proof of the implication piiq ñ piq and of the lemma.
CM points in the ordinary reduction locus
The purpose of this section is to give a strengthened version of Theorem A in the case where all the discriminants in the sequence pD n q 8 n"1 are p-ordinary (Theorem 3.5piiq in Section 3.2). An important tool is "the canonical branch t" of T p on Y ord pC p q, which is defined using the canonical subgroup in Section 3.1. We use it to give, for every integer m ě 1, a simple formula of T p m (Proposition 3.4 in Section 3.1). Moreover, we show that p-ordinary CM points correspond precisely to the preperiodic points of t on Y ord pC p q (Theorem 3.5piq). Once these are established, Theorem 3.5piiq follows from dynamical properties of t on Y ord pC p q (Lemma 3.7). In Appendix B we extend and further study the canonical branch t of T p .
We use properties of reduction morphisms that are stated in most of the classical literature only for elliptic curves over discrete valued fields. To extend the application of these results to elliptic curves over C p we use the continuity of the Hecke correspondences (Lemma 2.1 in Section 2.2). To this purpose, we introduce the following notation: Q unr p is the maximal unramified extension of Q p inside Q p , and C unr p its completion. Then, C unr p is an infinite degree extension of Q p with the same valuation group and with residue field F p . The algebraic closure C unr
can be written as the union of finite extensions of C unr p , it follows that every elliptic curve in Y pC unr p q can be defined over a complete discrete valued field with residue field F p . The same holds for finite subgroups and isogenies between elliptic curves over C unr p . In what follows, we use Y ord pC unr p q :" Y ord pC p q X Y pC unr p q.
3.1. The canonical branch of T p on Y ord pC p q. In this section we define a branch of the Hecke correspondence T p on Y ord pC p q that we use to give a simple description, for every integer m ě 1, of T p m that is crucial in what follows (Proposition 3.4). See also Appendix B. We start recalling the following result describing the endomorphism ring of the reduction of a CM point in the ordinary locus.
Proposition 3.1 ([Lan87], Chapter 13, Section 4, Theorem 12). Let d ă 0 be a fundamental discriminant and let f ě 1 and m ě 0 be integers such that f is not divisible by p. Then, for an elliptic curve E defined over a discrete valued subfield of C p having ordinary reduction,
EndpEq is an order in a quadratic imaginary extension of Q whose conductor is not divisible by p, then the reduction map EndpEq Ñ Endp r
Eq is an isomorphism.
To define the canonical branch of T p on Y ord pC p q, we use the canonical subgroup of an elliptic curve E in Y ord pC unr p q, which is defined as the unique subgroup of order p of E in the kernel of the reduction morphism E Ñ r E. Equivalently, HpEq is the kernel of the reduction morphism Erps Ñ r Erps. For an elliptic curve e P Y pF p q denote by Frob: e Ñ e ppq the Frobenius morphism, which is the isogeny given in affine coordinates by px, yq Þ Ñ px p , y p q.
piq For E P Y ord pC unr p q the natural isogeny ϕ : E Ñ E{HpEq reduces to the Frobenius morphism Frob: r E Ñ r E ppq . Moreover, the kernel of the isogeny dual to ϕ is different from the canonical subgroup of E{HpEq. piiq For each ordinary elliptic curve e P Y pF p q there exists a unique elliptic curve e Ò P Y pC unr p q reducing to e for which the reduction map induces a ring isomorphism Endpe Ò q » Endpeq. piiiq Given two ordinary elliptic curves e 1 , e 2 P Y pF p q, the reduction map induces a group isomorphism Hompe Ò 1 , e Ò 2 q » Hompe 1 , e 2 q. In particular, the Frobenius morphism Frob : e Ñ e ppq lifts to an isogeny e Ò Ñ pe ppÒ with kernel Hpe Ò q, and e Ò {Hpe Ò q " pe ppÒ .
Proof. Item piq follows from the definition of canonical subgroup and properties of reduction morphisms, see, e.g., [DS05, Proof of Lemma 8.7.1]. Item piiq is usually known as "Deuring's Lifting Theorem", see for example [Deu41] or [Lan87, Chapter 13, Section 5, Theorem 14]. Item piiiq is another known consequence of Deuring's work. To prove surjectivity, first note that every isogeny in Hompe 1 , e 2 q can be written as a composition of Frobenius morphisms, of duals of Frobenius morphisms, and of an isogeny whose degree is not divisible by p. In view of items piq and piiq, and of Proposition 3.1, we can restrict to the case of an isogeny of degree n not divisible by p. This case is a direct consequence of item piiq, and the fact that the reduction morphism E Ñ r E induces a bijective map Erns Ñ r Erns, see for example [Sil09, Chapter VII, Proposition 3.1(b)].
The following result is due to Tate in the case p " 2 and to Deligne in the general case. To state it, define
and for e in Y sups pF p q put
Note that in all the cases δ e " p# Autpeqq{2, see, e.g., [Sil94, Chapter III, Theorem 10.1].
Theorem 3.3. For each e in Y sups pF p q choose β e in DpjpeqqXQ unr p , so that πpβ e q " jpeq, and put δ 1 e :" δ e if β e " 0 and p ‰ 3 or if β e " 1728 and p ‰ 2, and δ 1 e :" 1 otherwise. Then, the map t admits an expansion of the form
where kpzq is a polynomial of degree p´1 in z with coefficients in Z, and for each n ě 1 the coefficient A peq n belongs to Q p ptβ e : e P Y sups pF p quq and
In particular, tpzq extends to a rigid analytic function Y ord pC p q Ñ Y ord pC p q of degree p that we also denote by t.
For p ě 5, this result is proved in [Dwo69, Chapter 7]. In the case δ 1 e ą 1, (3.4) can be obtained from the method of proof described in [Dwo69] , or from the estimate in [Dwo69, p. 80] combined with the fact that ord p pA peq n q is an integer and that β e " 0 implies p " 2 mod 3. For p " 2 and 3, this result is stated in [Dwo69, p. 89] with a weaker version of (3.4). We provide the details of the proof when p " 2 and 3, see Proposition B.2 in Appendix B.
The theorem above implies that t extends to a rigid analytic map from Y ord pC p q to itself. We denote this extension also by t and call it the canonical branch of T p on Y ord pC p q.
For z P Y ord pC p q, let t˚pzq be the divisor on Y ord pC p q given by
where deg t pwq is the local degree of t at w. Note that by Theorem 3.3 the rigid analytic map t : Y ord pC p q Ñ Y ord pC p q is of degree p, so for z in Y ord pC p q we have degpt˚pzqq " p and t˚pt˚pzqq " przs.
As usual, for an integer i ě 1 we denote by t i the i-th fold composition of t with itself. We also use t 0 to denote the identity on Y ord pC p q.
Proposition 3.4. For every E in Y ord pC p q and every integer m ě 1, we have
When m " 1, the relation (3.5) reads
(3.6) T p pEq " t˚pEq`rtpEqs.
See Theorem B.1 in Appendix B for an extension.
Proof. The relation (3.5) for m ě 2 follows from (3.6) by induction using the recursive formula (2.5). To prove (3.6), first note that for E in Y ord pC p q satisfying deg t pEq ě 2 we have t 1 pEq " 0. Therefore there are at most a finite number of such E in the affinoid Y ord pC p q, see for example [FvdP04, Proposition 3.3.6]. It follows that for every E in Y ord pC p q outside a finite set of exceptions, we have # supppt˚pEqq " p. Thus, the set D of all those E in Y ord pC unr p q with this property is dense in Y ord pC p q. To prove (3.6) for E in D, use the definition of T p pEq and tpEq, and Theorem 3.2piq, to obtain T p pEq " rtpEqs`ÿ CďE,#C"p C‰HpEq rE{Cs " rtpEqs`t˚pEq.
To prove (3.6) for an arbitrary E in Y ord pC p q, first note that by Lemma 2.1 for every open and closed subset A of Y ord pC p q the function
is continuous. Since it is equal to 0 on the dense subset D of Y ord pC p q, we conclude that it is constant equal to 0. Since this holds for every open and closed subset A of Y ord pC p q, this proves (3.6) and completes the proof of the lemma.
3.2. CM points as preperiodic points. The purpose of this section is to prove the following result. In the case where all the discriminants in the sequence pD n q 8 n"1 are p-ordinary, Theorem A is a direct consequence of item piiq of this result together with (2.8) and Lemma 2.3. Given a set X and a map T : X Ñ X, a point x in X is periodic if for some integer r ě 1 we have T r pxq " x. Then the integer r is a period of x and the smallest such integer is the minimal period of x. Moreover, a point y is preperiodic if it is not periodic and if for some integer m ě 1 the point T m pyq is periodic. We call the least such integer m the preperiod of y.
Theorem 3.5. Let ζ in F p be the j-invariant of an ordinary elliptic curve and denote by r the minimal period of ζ under the Frobenius map z Þ Ñ z p . Then there is a unique periodic point E 0 of t in Dpζq. The minimal period of E 0 is r. Moreover, E 0 is a CM point and, if we denote by D 0 the discriminant of the endomorphism ring of E 0 , then the conductor of D 0 is not divisible by p and the following properties hold.
piq Given a discriminant D, the set supppΛ D | Dpζis nonempty if and only if for some integer m ě 0 we have D " D 0 p 2m . Moreover, supppΛ D0 | Dpζ" tE 0 u and for each integer m ě 1 the set supppΛ D0p 2m | Dpζis equal to the set of all the preperiodic points of t on Dpζq of preperiod m, and is contained in t´mpt m pE 0 qq. In particular, CM points in Y ord pC p q correspond precisely to the periodic and preperiodic points of t on Y ord pC p q.
piiq For every disc B of radius strictly less than 1 contained in Dpζq there is a constant C ą 0 such that for every discriminant D ă 0, we have
Remark 3.6. The natural directed graph associated to the dynamics of t on the set of ordinary CM points is a "pp`1q-volcano" in the sense of [GK17, Section 2.1]. This follows from Theorem 3.5piq and the fact that t is of degree p on Y ord pC p q by Theorem 3.3. Note in particular that the "rim" is the directed subgraph associated to the dynamics of t on the set of its periodic points in Y ord pC p q. Moreover, on the set of preperiodic points of t in Y ord pC p q, the preperiod corresponds to the function "b" of [GK17] .
To prove Theorem 3.5, we describe the dynamics of t on Y ord pC p q in Lemma 3.7 below. This description is mostly based on the fact that (3.7)
tpzq " z p mod pO p , see Theorem 3.3. We deduce from general considerations that each residue disc D Ď Y ord pC p q contains a unique periodic point z 0 of t, that this point satisfies |t 1 pz 0 q| ă 1, and that every point in D is asymptotic to z 0 . ‡ The fact that no periodic point of t in Y ord pC p q is a ramification point is used in a crucial way in the proof of the estimate (5.5) of Proposition 5.3 in Section 5.2.
Lemma 3.7 (Dynamics of t on Y ord pC p q). Let e be an ordinary elliptic curve defined over F p and let r ě 1 be the minimal period of jpeq under the Frobenius map. Then, e Ò is the unique elliptic curve in Dpjpeqq that is periodic for t. The minimal period of e Ò for t is r and e Ò is also characterized as the unique elliptic curve in Dpjpeqq X C unr p whose endomorphism ring is an order in an quadratic imaginary extension of Q of conductor not divisible by p. Moreover, if for every integer i ě 0 we put z i :" t i pe Ò q, then the following properties hold.
piq For each integer i ě 0 we have 0 ă |t 1 pz i q| p ă 1. piiq There is ρ in p0, 1q such that for every integer i ě 0 and all z and z 1 in Dpz i , ρq, we have deg t pzq " 1 and |tpzq´tpz 1 q| p " |t 1 pz i q| p¨| z´z 1 | p .
In particular, t is injective on Dpz i , ρq. piiiq For every c P p0, 1q there exists κ c in p0, 1q such that for every integer i ě 0, every z in Dpz i , 1q satisfying |z´z i | p ď c and every integer m ě 1, we have Proof. We start proving piq. Suppose by contradiction that z i is a ramification point of t. Without loss of generality, assume that i " 0 and put E :" e Ò and E p :" pe ppÒ . By Proposition 3.4 with m " 1 there are distinct subgroups C and C 1 of E p of order p such that Let ψ (resp. ψ 1 ) be an isogeny E p Ñ E with kernel C (resp. C 1 ) and denote by p ψ (resp. p ψ 1 ) its dual isogeny. Then the kernel of p ψ and of p ψ 1 are both equal to HpEq. It follows that there is σ in AutpE p q such that σ˝p ψ " p ψ 1 , see, e.g., [Sil09, Chapter III, Corollary 4.11]. Since σ ‰˘1, we have jpE p q P t0, 1728u and therefore r " 1, tpz 0 q " z 0 and E p " E. In particular, C and C 1 are subgroups of E and ψ, ψ 1 P EndpEq. The kernel of each of the reduced isogenies r ψ and r ψ 1 is equal to erpspF p q, so there is r α in Autpeq such that r α˝r ψ " r ψ 1 . Since the reduction map EndpEq Ñ Endpeq is an isomorphism by Theorem 3.2piiq, we can find an automorphism α P AutpEq satisfying α˝ψ " ψ 1 . This implies that the kernel C of ψ is equal to the kernel C 1 of ψ 1 , and we obtain a contradiction. This completes the proof that z i is not a ramification point of t and therefore that t 1 pz i q ‰ 0.
To prove that |t 1 pz i q| ă 1 note that by Theorem 3.3, we can write
where the coefficients B piq n belong to O p and satisfy |B piq n | p ď 1 p for n ‰ p. Since t 1 pz i q " B piq 1 , this completes the proof of piq.
To prove the assertions at the beginning of the lemma, for each integer i ě 0 denote by e pp i q the image of e by the i-th iterate of the Frobenius morphism. Then by Theorem 3.2piiiq we have
It follows that z 0 is periodic of minimal period r for t. To prove uniqueness, note that by (3.8) for every integer i ě 0 and distinct z and z 1 in Dpz i , 1q we have (3.9) |tpzq´tpz 1 q| p ă |z´z 1 | p .
Thus, there can be at most one periodic point of t in Dpz 0 , 1q. Finally, combining Theorem 3.2piiq and Proposition 3.1 we obtain that e Ò is the unique elliptic curve reducing to e and whose endomorphism ring is an order of conductor not divisible by p. This completes the proof of the assertions at the beginning of the proposition, so it only remains to prove piiq, piiiq and pivq.
To prove piiq, let ρ in p0, 1q be sufficiently small so that for every i in t0, . . . , p´1u, we have maxt|B piq n | p ρ n´1 : n ě 2u ď |B piq 1 | p . Then by the ultrametric inequality for every integer i ě 0 and z P Dpz i , ρq we have |t 1 pzq| p " |B piq 1 | p , which is different from 0 by piq. In particular, deg t pz i q " 1. Moreover, for z 1 in Dpz i , ρq we have by the ultrametric inequality
This completes the proof of piiq.
Item piiiq is a direct consequence of (3.8) with κ c :" maxt|B piq n |c n´1 : n ě 1, i P t0, . . . , p´1uu, noting that for every integer n ě 1 and all integers i, i 1 ě 0 such that i´i 1 is divisible by p, we have B pi 1 q n " B piq n .
To prove item pivq, note that the fact that the sequence is nonincreasing follows from (3.9) and the fact that it converges to 0 form piiiq with c " |z´z i |. This completes the proof the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. The first assertions are given by Lemma 3.7.
To prove piq, note that Proposition 3.1 implies that if a discriminant D ă 0 is such that supppΛ D | Dpζis nonempty, then there is an integer m ě 0 such that D " D 0 p 2m . On the other hand, Lemma 3.7 implies supppΛ D0 | Dpζ" tE 0 u. Fix an integer m ě 1 and note that by Lemma 3.7 for every integer j ě 1 the point E j :" t j pE 0 q is the unique periodic point of t in Dpζ p j q. So, if E is a preperiodic point of t in Dpζq of preperiod m, then t m pEq " E m . This implies that the set of all preperiodic points of t in Dpζq is contained in t´mpE m q and is equal to
Since the degree of t is p and by Lemma 3.7piq we have t 1 pE m´1 q ‰ 0, the set t´1pE m qztE m´1 u is nonempty and equal to supppt˚prE m sq´rE m´1 sq. We thus conclude that the set of preperiodic points of t in Dpζq of preperiod m is equal to t´p m´1q psupppt˚prE m sq´rE m´1 sqq and it is nonempty. Thus, to complete the proof of piq it is sufficient to show that the set of preperiodic points of t in Dpζq of preperiod m is equal to supppΛ D0p 2m | Dpζq q. Note that by (2.11) and Proposition 3.4 we have
By Lemma 3.7 the set supppΛ D0 q, hence supppt˚pΛ D0 qq, is formed by periodic points of t while points in supppΛ D0p 2 q are not periodic. This implies (3.10) t˚pΛ D0 q " Λ D0 .
Let d and f 0 be the fundamental discriminant and conductor of D 0 , respectively. Since p splits in Qp ? dq we deduce that for every integer k ě 0 we have R d pp k q " k`1. By (2.9), Proposition 3.4 and (3.10) we get
This implies the equality
By Lemma 3.7 and (3.10) the set supppΛ D0 q X´Dpζq Y Dpζ p q Y¨¨¨Y Dpζ p r´1 qē quals the set of periodic points of t in Dpζq Y Dpζ p q Y¨¨¨Y Dpζ p r´1 q. By (3.11) we conclude that the set supppΛ D0p 2m | Dpζequals the set of preperiodic points of t in Dpζq of preperiod m. This completes the proof of piq.
To prove piiq, let c in p0, 1q be such that B Ď Dpz 0 , cq, let ρ and κ c be given by Lemma 3.7 and let M ě 1 be an integer such that cκ rM c ă ρ. Let D ă 0 be a discriminant and z in supppΛ D q X B be given. By piq there is an integer m ě 0 such that t rm pzq " E 0 . Assume by contradiction that the least integer m with this property satisfies m ą M . Then by Lemma 3.7 and our choice of M we have
On the other hand, t rpm´Mq is injective on Dpz 0 , ρq by Lemma 3.7piiq and it maps t rM pzq and E 0 to E 0 , so t rM pzq " E 0 . This contradicts the minimality of m and proves that for every z in supppΛ D q X B we have t rM pzq " E 0 . Equivalently,
Since this last set is finite and independent of D, this proves piiq and completes the proof of the theorem.
CM points in the supersingular reduction locus
The goal of this section is to prove the following result on the asymptotic distribution of CM points in the supersingular reduction locus. From this result and Theorem 3.5piiq, we deduce Theorem A at the end of this section. Then the following properties hold.
piq For every r in p0, 1q there exists m ą 0 such that for every discriminant D ă 0 satisfying ord p pDq ě m, we have degpΛ D | Bpr" 0. piiq For every m ą 0 there exists r in p0, 1q such that for every p-supersingular discriminant D ă 0 satisfying ord p pDq ď m, we have supppΛ D q Ď Bprq.
We present the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Section 4.3 below. In Section 4.1 we recall the definition of Katz' valuation. For that purpose, we briefly review Katz' theory of algebraic modular forms and the interpretation of the Eisenstein series E p´1 as an algebraic modular form over Q X Z p . In Section 4.2 we use Katz-Lubin's extension of the theory of canonical subgroups to not too supersingular elliptic curves to give a description of the action of Hecke correspondences on the supersingular locus (Proposition 4.2). For p " 2 and 3, we also rely on certain congruences satisfied by certain Eisenstein series (Proposition A.1 in Appendix A). This description is used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and also in Section 5.3 on Hecke orbits in the supersingular locus.
Katz' valuation. In this section we define Katz' valuation, which is based on
Katz' theory of algebraic modular forms, and give an explicit formula relating it to the j-invariant (Proposition 4.3).
For the reader's convenience we start with a short review of Katz' theory of algebraic modular forms. For details see [Kat73, Chapter 1]. Let k P Z be an integer and let R 0 be a ring (commutative and with identity). Denote by R 0 -Alg the category of R 0 -algebras. Given an R 0 -algebra R, define an elliptic curve E over R as a proper, smooth morphism of schemes E Ñ SpecpRq, whose geometric fibres are connected curves of genus one, together with a section SpecpRq Ñ E, and denote by Ω 1 E{R the invertible sheaf of differential forms of degree 1 of E over R. By replacing SpecpRq by an appropriate affine subset we can assume that Ω 1 E{R admits a nowhere vanishing global section. In this paper we assume, for simplicity, that this is always the case and denote by Ω 1 E{R pEq 1 the (non-empty) set of nowhere vanishing global sections of Ω 1 E{R . An algebraic modular form F of weight k and level one over R 0 is a family of maps F R : tpE, ωq : E elliptic curve over R, ω P Ω 1 E{R pEq 1 u Ñ R pR P R 0 -Algq, satisfying the following properties:
piq F R pE, ωq depends only on the isomorphism class of the pair pE, ωq. More precisely, for every isomorphism of elliptic curves ϕ :
Here, ϕ˚ω denotes the push-forward of ω by ϕ. piiq F R pE, λωq " λ´k F R pE, ωq for every λ P Rˆ. piiiq F R is compatible with base change. Namely, for every R 0 -algebra morphism g : R Ñ R 1 , for the base change pE, ωq R 1 of pE, ωq to R 1 by g we have F R 1 ppE, ωq R 1 q " gpF R pE, ωqq. Taking into account property piiiq, from now on we simply write F instead of F R . Moreover, let R 1 be an R 0 -algebra. Then, property piiiq ensures that F induces an algebraic modular form F 1 over R 1 . We say that F 1 is the base change of F to R 1 . We also say that F is a lifting of F 1 to R.
Let q be a formal variable and denote by Tatepqq the Tate curve, which is an elliptic curve over the field of fractions fractions Zppof the ring of formal power series Z q , see [Kat73, Appendix 1]. The j-invariant of Tatepqq has the form (4.1) j pTatep" 1 q`7 44`8 ÿ n"1 c n q n , c n P Z.
The q-expansion of an algebraic modular form F over R 0 as above is defined as the element F pqq P Zppqqqb Z R 0 obtained by evaluating F at the pair pTatepqq, ω can q consisting of the Tate curve together with its canonical differential ω can , both considered as defined over Zppb Z R 0 . Moreover, F is said to be holomorphic at infinity if F pqq P Z q b Z R 0 . Now, we state a version of the q-expansion principle, which is a particular case of [Kat73, Corollary 1.9.1].
Theorem 4.2. Let R 0 be a ring and let K Ě R 0 be a R 0 -algebra. Let k P Z be an integer and let F be an algebraic modular form over K of weight k, level one and holomorphic at infinity. Assume that F pqq P Zppb Z R 0 . Then, F is the base change of a unique algebraic modular form over R 0 of weight k.
There is a natural link between the previous theory and the classical theory of modular forms. We refer to [Kat73, Section A1.1] for details. For each classical holomorphic modular form of weight k and level one f : H Ñ C, there exists a unique algebraic modular form F over C associated to f that is holomorphic at infinity. The Fourier expansion at infinity of f and the q-expansion of F are related by f pτ q " 8 ÿ n"0 a n e 2πinτ if and only if F pqq " 8 ÿ n"0 a n q n .
For an even integer k ě 4, let E k be the normalized Eisenstein series
Here, the symbol B k denotes the k-th Bernoulli number and σ k´1 pnq :" ř d|n,dą0 d k´1 . The complex function E k is a classical holomorphic modular form of weight k and level one. Then, this function induces an algebraic modular form over C, that we also denote by E k , having the q-expansion with rational coefficients
When p ě 5 and k " p´1, the von Staudt-Clausen Theorem ensures that ord p`p 2kqB´1 k˘" 1. In particular, the coefficients of the Fourier expansion of E p´1 lie in Z ppq :" Q X Z p . Hence, by Theorem 4.2, we can consider E p´1 as an algebraic modular form of weight p´1 over Z ppq . On the other hand, the same reasoning and a direct examination of the Fourier expansions of E 4 and E 6 allow us to consider these Eisenstein series as algebraic modular forms of weight four and six over Z.
For E in Y sups pC p q, that we regard as defined over O p , choose ω in Ω 1 E{Op pEq 1 and define Katz' valuation v p pEq :"
Since for every λ in Op we have E k pE, λωq " λ´k E k pE, ωq, this definition does not depend on the particular choice of ω. The above definition is motivated by the following considerations. The Hasse invariant A p´1 is the unique algebraic modular form of weight p´1 over F p with q-expansion A p´1 pqq " 1, see [Kat73, Chapter 2]. When p ě 5, the base change to F p of the form E p´1 equals A p´1 . On the other hand, when p equals 2 or 3 it is not possible to lift A p´1 to an algebraic modular form of level one, holomorphic at infinity, over Z ppq . However, the base change of E 4 (resp. E 6 ) to F 2 (resp. to F 3 ) is A 4 1 (resp. A 3 2 ). See Appendix A for details. Since the Hasse invariant vanishes at supersingular elliptic curves, for every E in Y sups pC p q we have that 0 ă v p pEq ď 8. An elliptic curve E in Y sups pC p q is not too supersingular if v p pEq ă p p`1 , and it is too supersingular otherwise. The following result gives an explicit relation between v p pEq and jpEq. For e in Y sups pF p q, we use the number δ e defined by (3.2) in Section 3.1.
Proposition 4.3. For each e in Y sups pF p q, denote by j e the j-invariant of the unique zero of E p´1 (resp. E 4 , E 6 ) in Dpeq if p ě 5 (resp. p " 2, 3). Then, for every E in Y sups pC p q we have v p pEq " ÿ ePYsupspFpq 1 δ e ord p pjpEq´j e q.
Moreover, if p ě 5 and j e " 0 (resp. j e " 1728) mod M p , then j e " 0 (resp. j e " 1728). In the case p " 2 (resp. p " 3), Y sups pF p q has a unique element e and j e " 0 (resp. j e " 1728).
It follows from the proof of this proposition that for every e in Y sups pF p q the number j e is algebraic over Q and is in C unr p . We note that in the case j e ı 0, 1728 mod M p , the elliptic curve class whose j-invariant is j e is not CM, § but it is "fake CM" in the sense of [CM06] , see Remark 4.4 below.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Assume p ě 5, so p´1 ı 2, 8 mod 12. We can thus write p´1 uniquely in the form p´1 " 12m`4δ`6ε with m ě 0 integer and δ, ε P t0, 1u. The modular discriminant ∆pτ q " e 2πiτ 8 ź n"1 p1´e 2πinτ q 24 , τ P H.
is a classical holomorphic modular form of weight 12 and level one, see, e.g., [DS05, Sections 1.1 and 1.2]. The infinite product above shows that the Fourier coefficients of ∆ are rational integers. Hence, Theorem 4.2 ensures that ∆ can be considered as an algebraic modular form over Z. At the level of classical modular forms, we have the identity E p´1 " ∆ m E δ 4 E ε 6 P pjq , where P pXq is a monic polynomial over Z ppq of degree m such that P sups pXq :" X δ pX´1728q ε P pXq reduces modulo p to the supersingular polynomial, i.e., the monic separable polynomial over F p whose roots are the j-invariants of the supersingular elliptic curves over F p , see, e.g., [KZ98, Theorem 1]. Using the classical identities E 3 4 " ∆j and E 2 6 " ∆pj´1728q we get E 12 p´1 " ∆ p´1 j 4δ pj´1728q 6ε P pjq 12 . Theorem 4.2 ensures that the above identity also holds at the level of algebraic modular forms over Z ppq . Write
where j e P D`jpeq˘for each e P Y sups pF p q. Now, for every pair pE, ωq defined over O p and having good reduction we have ∆pE, ωq P Op , hence | E p´1 pE, ωq| 12 p " |jpEq| 4δ p |jpEq´1728| 6ε p ź ePYsupspFpq jeı0,1728 |jpEq´j e | 12 p .
Since p ě 5, we have that j " 0 (resp. j " 1728) is supersingular at p if and only if p " 2 mod 3 (resp. p " 3 mod 4) [Sil09, Chapter V, Examples 4.4, 4.5]. This implies the result when p ě 5. The cases p " 2 and 3 follow similarly from the formulas | E 4 pE, ωq| 3 2 " |jpEq| 2 and | E 6 pE, ωq| 2 3 " |j´1728| 3 , respectively. This completes the proof of the proposition.
Remark 4.4. Let e in Y sups pC p q be such that j e ı 0, 1728 mod M p , and let E e be the elliptic curve class in Y pC p q such that jpE e q " j e . Then E e is not CM, but it is "fake CM" in the sense of [CM06] . In particular, j e is not a singular modulus over C p . To show that E e is not CM, choose a field isomorphism C p » C and τ e in H such that E e pCq » C{pZ`τ e Zq. It is sufficient to show that τ e is transcendental over Q, see, e.g., [Lan87, Chapter 1, Section 5]. The complex number τ e must § In fact, je need not be an algebraic integer: For p " 13 (resp. 17, 19, 23) there is a unique e in YsupspFpq whose j-invariant is different from 0 and 1728, and we have je " 2 7¨33¨53 {691 (resp. 2 10¨33¨53 {3617, 2 8¨33¨53¨1 1{p7¨79 2 q, 2 8¨33¨53¨4 1{p131¨593q). be a zero of the holomorphic function τ Þ Ñ E p´1 pτ q. Since jpτ e q " j e is different from 0 and 1728, it follows that τ e is not equivalent to ρ " 1`?´3
under the action of the modular group SL 2 pZq by Möbius transformations on H. Then [Koh03, Theorem 1] implies that τ e is transcendental over Q.
To see that E e is fake CM, note first that, since the reduction modulo p of P sups pXq is separable and splits completely over F p 2 , by Hensel's lemma all roots of P sups pXq are in the ring of integers O of the unramified quadratic extension of Q p . As j e is a root of P sups pXq, this implies that E e is defined over O. Let rps e and φ be the multiplication by p and the p 2 -power Frobenius endomorphism on the supersingular curve e, respectively. Then there exists σ in Autpeq satisfying σ˝rps e " φ, see [Sil09, Chapter II, Corollary 2.12]. Since jpeq " πpj e q is different from 0 and 1728, we have σ "˘1 and˘rps e " φ. Choose π 0 "˘p as a uniformizer of O. The multiplication by π 0 map on the formal group F Ee of E e defines an endomorphism f pXq of F Ee , satisfying f pXq " π 0 X mod X 2 and f pXq " X p 2 mod π 0 . Then for every integer m ě 0 and every integer n 0 ě 1 not divisible by p, we have
It follows that F
See Figure 1 for the graph of the correspondence τ 1 and Lemma 5.7 in Section 5.3 for a formula of τ m for every m ě 0.
The proof of Proposition 4.5 is given after a couple of lemmas. The following is a reformulation, in our setting, of a theorem of Katz-Lubin on the existence of canonical subgroups for elliptic curves that are not too supersingular, see [Kat73, Theorems 3.1 and 3.10.7] and also [Buz03, Theorem 3.3]. Lemma 4.6. For every elliptic curve E in Y sups pC p q that is not too supersingular there is a unique subgroup HpEq of E of order p satisfying
Furthermore, HpEq is also uniquely characterized by the property that for every subgroup C of E of order p that is different from HpEq, we have (4.4) v p pE{Cq " p´1v p pEq.
In addition, the map t :
satisfies the following properties.
piq Let E be in Y sups pC p q and let C be a subgroup of E of order p. In the case v p pEq ă p p`1 , assume in addition that C ‰ HpEq. Then v p pE{Cq " p´1p v p pEq and tpE{Cq " E.
piiq For E in Y sups pC p q satisfying 1 p`1 ă v p pEq ă p p`1 , we have t 2 pEq " E. Proof. For E in Y sups pC p q that is not too supersingular, note that the uniqueness statements about HpEq follow from the fact that (4.3) and (4.4) imply that HpEq is the unique subgroup C of E of order p satisfying v p pE{Cq ‰ p´1v p pEq.
Assume p ě 5 and let E be an elliptic curve in Y sups pC p q that is not too supersingular, so that v p pEq ă p p`1 . Let ω be a differential form in Ω 1 E{Op pEq 1 and put r E :" E p´1 pE, ωq P O p . Since C unr p and C p have the same valuation group we can find r P C unr p satisfying ord p prq " ord p pr E q. Then r lies in the ring of integers R 0 of some finite extension of C unr p , and R 0 is a complete discrete valuation ring of residue 7(4) ]. This completes the proof of the proposition in the case p ě 5.
It remains to prove the proposition in the cases p " 2 and p " 3. We only give the proof in the case p " 2, the case p " 3 being analogous. Let E 1 be an algebraic modular form of weight one and level n 1 , with 3 ď n 1 ď 11 odd, holomorphic at infinity and defined over Zr1{n 1 s whose reduction modulo 2 is A 1 , see Appendix A for details on level structures. Let E in Y sups pC 2 q be an elliptic curve that is not too supersingular, let ω be a differential form in Ω 1 E{O2 pEq 1 and α n1 a level n 1 structure on E over O 2 . By Proposition A.1 and our hypothesis v 2 pEq ă 2 3 , we have
Then if p " 2 or 3.
Then for every subgroup C of E of order not divisible by p, we have v p pE{Cq " v p pEq.
Proof. For E 0 in Y pC p q and ζ in Z p , denote by rζs E0 the multiplication by ζ map in the formal group of E 0 . Put E 1 :" E{C and denote by φ : E Ñ E 1 an isogeny with kernel C. Let X (resp. Y ) be a parameter of the formal group of E (resp. E 1 ), such that for any pp´1q-th root of unity ζ P Z p we have rζs E pXq " ζX (resp. rζs E 1 pY q " ζY ), see [Kat73, Lemma 3.6.2(2)]. Let ω be a differential form in Ω 1 E{Op pEq 1 whose expansion in the parameter X is of the form ω "˜1`8 ÿ n"1 a n X n¸d X,
where a n P O p for all n ě 1. 
where c 1 m P O p for all m ě 2 and a 1 P O p satisfies, for some differential form ω 1 of Ω 1
Since the order of Kerpφq " C is not divisible by p, the isogeny φ induces an isomorphism of formal groups of the form φpXq "
where t n P O p for all n ě 1. Since φpXq is invertible, we must have t 1 P Op . By the identity rps E 1˝φ " φ˝rps E we get
Comparing the coefficients of X p , we get pt p`a 1 t p 1 " t 1 a`t p p p . Using that t 1 P Op we obtain (4.7) ord p pa 1 q " ord p pa 1 t p´1 1 q " ord p pa`t´1 1 t p pp p´p qq.
In the case p ě 5, (4.5) implies ord p pa´E p´1 pE, ωqq ě 1, so by our hypothesis v p pEq ă 1 we have ord p paq " v p pEq ă 1. Combined with (4.7), this implies ord p pa 1 q " ord p paq " v p pEq ă 1. Finally, by (4.6) we have ord p pa 1É p´1 pE 1 , ω 1ě 1, so v p pE 1 q " ord p pa 1 q " v p pEq. This proves the lemma in the case p ě 5. For the case p " 2 or 3, (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), our hypothesis v p pEq ă 2p´1 2p and Proposition A.1 imply in a similar way ord p paq " v p pEq ă 2p´1 2p , ord p pa 1 q " ord p paq and v p pE 1 q " ord p pa 1 q.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 4.5. By the multiplicative property of Hecke correspondences (2.6) and Lemma 4.7, it is sufficient to consider the case n 0 " 1. Moreover, in view of (2.5) and the recursive definition of τ m for m ě 2, it is sufficient to consider the case m " 1. For E in Y sups pC p q satisfying p v p pEq ă p p`1 , this is given by (4.3) and (4.4) in Lemma 4.6, together with the fact that degpT p pEqq " p`1. Finally, for E in Y sups pC p q satisfying p v p pEq " p p`1 the desired statement follows from Lemma 4.6piq. This completes the proof of the proposition. Lemma 4.8. Let D ă 0 be a discriminant and let E and E 1 be in supppΛ D q. Then, for every integer m ě 1 there exists an isogeny E Ñ E 1 of degree coprime to m.
Proof. Denote by d and f the fundamental discriminant and conductor of D, respectively, and fix a field isomorphism C p » C. Since E and E 1 are CM with ring of endomorphisms isomorphic to O d,f , we can find proper fractional O d,f -ideals a and a 1 in Qp ?
Dq for which we have the complex uniformizations EpCq » C{a and E 1 pCq » C{a 1 . Then there is a natural identification ι : HompE, E 1 q Ñ a 1 a´1 " tλ P C : λa Ď a 1 u.
Without loss of generality, assume a 1 Ă a, and choose Z-generators α and β of the ideal a 1 a´1 of O d,f . Then f px, yq :" pαx´βyqpαx´βyq{rO d,f : a 1 a´1s is a positive definite primitive binary quadratic form with integer coefficients and discriminant d [Cox13, Theorem 7.7 and Exercise 7.17]. Moreover, there are integers x 0 and y 0 such that f px 0 , y 0 q is coprime to m [Cox13, Lemma 2.25]. If we denote by φ 0 the isogeny in HompE, E 1 q satisfying λ 0 :" ιpφ 0 q " αx 0´β y 0 , then degpφ 0 q " # Kerpφ 0 q " ra 1 : λ 0 as " ra 1 a´1 :
This proves that degpφ 0 q is coprime to m, and completes the proof of the lemma.
When restricted to p ě 3, the following lemma is [CM06, Lemma 4.8].
Lemma 4.9. Let D be a p-supersingular discriminant and m ě 0 the largest integer such that p m divides the conductor of D. Then for every E in supppΛ D q we have
Proof. Let d be the fundamental discriminant of D and f ě 1 the integer such that the conductor of D is equal to p m f , so D " dpf p m q 2 and f is not divisible by p. By Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.8 with m " p, we deduce that for E in supppΛ D q the number p v p pDq :" p v p pEq is independent of E. By Zhang's formula (2.9) with r f " p m it follows that there exists an isogeny of degree f from some elliptic curve in supppΛ dp 2m q to an elliptic curve in supppΛ D q. We conclude from Lemma 4.7 that p v p pDq " p v p pdp 2m q. Thus, it is enough to prove the lemma in the case where f " 1. We start with m " 0 and m " 1. By (2.11) with f " 1 and Proposition 4.5 with m " 1 and n 0 " 1, we have
From the definition of τ 1 we have that p p`1 is the only value of x in ı 0, p p`1 ı such that τ 1 pxq is supported on a single point. We conclude that if p is inert in Qp ? dq, then p v p pdq " p p`1 and therefore p v p pdp 2 q " 1 p`1 . On the other hand, 1 2 is the only value of x in ı 0, p p`1 ı satisfying x P supppτ 1 pxqq. So, if p ramifies in Qp ? dq, then p v p pdq " 1 2 and therefore p v p pdp 2 q " 1 2 p´1. This completes the proof of the lemma when m " 0 and m " 1. Assume m ě 2 and note that by (2.12) with f " 1 and by Proposition 4.5 with n 0 " 1,
From the definition of τ m , we see that the right-hand side contains 1 2¨p´m if p ramifies in Qp ? dq and p p`1¨p´m if p is inert in Qp ? dq. This proves p v p pdp 2m q " 1 2¨p´m in the former case and p v p pdp 2m q " p p`1¨p´m in the latter, and completes the proof of the lemma. . Then by Lemma 4.9 for every p-supersingular discriminant D ă 0 satisfying ord p pDq ě 2m`3 we have suppppp v p q˚pΛ DX p v p pBprqq " H, and therefore degpΛ D | Bpr" 0. On the other hand, if D is a p-ordinary discriminant, then supppΛ D q Ă Y ord pC p q is disjoint from Bprq, and therefore degpΛ D | Bpr" 0. This completes the proof of piq.
To prove piiq, note that by Proposition 4.3 there is r in p0, 1q so that
Then by Lemma 4.9 for every p-supersingular discriminant D ă 0 satisfying ord p pDq ď m we have suppppp v p q˚pΛ DĎ " 1 2¨p´m , p p`1 ı and therefore supppΛ D q Ď Bprq.
This completes the proof of piiq and of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem A. In the case where all the discriminants in the sequence pD n q 8 n"1 are p-ordinary (resp. p-supersingular), Theorem A is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.5piiq (resp. Theorem 4.1), together with (2.8) and Lemma 2.3. The general case follows from these two special cases.
Hecke orbits
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem C on the asymptotic distribution of Hecke orbits. The proof is divided into three complementary cases, according to whether the starting elliptic curve class has bad, ordinary or supersingular reduction. These are stated as Propositions 5.1, 5.2 and 5.6 in Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. In each case we prove a stronger quantitative statement. 5.1. Hecke orbits in the bad reduction locus. In this section we prove a stronger version of the part of Theorem C concerning the bad reduction locus, which is stated as Proposition 5.1 below. We start by recalling some well-known results on the uniformization of p-adic elliptic curves with multiplicative reduction. See [Tat95] for the case of elliptic curves over complete discrete valued field, and [Roq70] for the case of complete valued fields (see also [Sil94, Chapter V, Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.1.2]).
Let z be in Dp0, 1q˚:" tz 1 P C p : 0 ă |z 1 | p ă 1u. We obtain, by the specialization q " z in the Tate curve, an elliptic curve Tatepzq over C p whose j-invariant satisfies (5.1) |jpTatepzqq| p " |z|´1 p ą 1, see (4.1). This defines a bijective map
Moreover, for each z P Dp0, 1q˚there exists an explicit uniformization by Cp of the set of C p -points of Tatepzq. This uniformization induces an isomorphism of analytic groups ϕ z : Cp {z Z Ñ TatepzqpC p q, see [Tat95, Theorem 1] for details. This allows us to give, for each integer n ě 1, the following description of T n pTatepzqq. Note that for each positive divisor k of n and each ℓ P Dp0, 1q˚satisfying ℓ k " z n{k , the set (5.2) C n,ℓ :" ta P Cp : a n{k P ℓ Z u{z Z is a subgroup of order n of Cp {z Z . It is the kernel of the morphism of analytic groups Cp {z Z Ñ Cp {ℓ Z induced by the map a Þ Ñ a n{k . Pre-composing this morphism with ϕ´1 z and then composing with ϕ ℓ , we obtain an isogeny Tatepzq Ñ Tatepℓq of degree n whose kernel is ϕ z pC n,ℓ q. Since every subgroup of order n of Cp {z Z is of the form (5.2), we deduce that
Tatepℓq.
In the case where E is in Y bad pC p q, Theorem C is a direct consequence of the following result together with (2.1), (2.2) and Lemma 2.3.
Proposition 5.1. Let z in Dp0, 1q˚and R ą 1 be given. Then, for every ε ą 0 there exists C ą 0 such that for every integer n ě 1 we have degpT n pTatepzqq| D 8 p0,Rď Cn 1 2 dpnq.
Proof. Set C :" b´l ogp|z|pq logpRq and let n ě 1 be an integer. By (5.1), for a positive divisor k of n and ℓ P Dp0, 1q˚with ℓ k " z n{k , we have This completes the proof of the proposition.
5.2.
Hecke orbits in the ordinary reduction locus. The goal of this section is to prove the following result describing, for an elliptic curve E in Y ord pC p q, the asymptotic distribution of the Hecke orbit pT n pEqq 8 n"1 . In the case where E is in Y ord pC p q, Theorem C with n " p m n 0 is a direct consequence of this result together with (2.1) and Lemma 2.3.
Proposition 5.2. Let D be a residue disc contained in Y ord pC p q and let B be a disc of radius strictly less than 1 contained in Y ord pC p q. Then for every ε ą 0 there is a constant C ą 0 such that for every E in D and all integers m ě 0 and n 0 ě 1 such that n 0 is not divisible by p, we have deg pT p m n0 pEq| B q ď Cpm`1qn ε 0 .
To prove Proposition 5.2 we use the multiplicative property of the Hecke correspondences, see (2.6) in Section 2.2. We first treat the case n 0 " 1 (Propositions 5.3) and the case m " 0 (Propositions 5.4) separately. The proof of Proposition 5.2 is given at the end of this section. Moreover, for every disc B of radius strictly less than 1 contained in O there is a constant C 1 ą 0 such that for every E in O and every integer m ě 1, we have
Proof. The inclusion (5.4) is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.4 and (3.7).
To prove (5.5), let e be an ordinary elliptic curve with j-invariant ζ, for every integer i ě 0 put z i :" t i pe Ò q and for every integer i ď´1 let i 1 be the unique integer in t0, . . . , r´1u such that i´i 1 is divisible by r and put z i :" z i 1 . Note that for all nonnegative integers a, b, every integer i and every point z in Dpz i , 1q, the set t´apt b pzqq is contained in Dpz i`b´a , 1q. Let c in p0, 1q be such that B is contained in Bpcq :" Ť r´1 i"0 Dpz i , cq, let ρ and κ c be given by Lemma 3.7 and let i 1 ě 0 be a sufficiently large integer so that cκ i1 c ă ρ. Fix E in Ť r´1 i"0 Dpz i , 1q and let m ě 1 be a given integer. Without loss of generality we assume E P Dpz 0 , 1q. We treat the cases m ă i 1 and m ě i 1 separately. If m ă i 1 , then we have
Now, assume m ě i 1 . If for every i in t0, . . . , mu the set t´p m´iq pt i pEqq is disjoint from Dpz 2i´m , cq, then degpT p m pEq| Bpc" m ÿ i"0 degppt˚q pm´iq prt i pEqsq| Dpz2i´m,c" 0.
So we assume this is not the case and denote by i 0 the least integer i in t0, . . . , mu such that t´p m´iq pt i pEqq contains a point E 0 in Dpz 2i´m , cq. Note that by Lemma 3.7piiiq the point E 1 :" t i1 pE 0 q satisfies
If m ď i 0`i1 , then we have
Suppose m ą i 0`i1 , and let i be an integer satisfying i 0 ď i ď m´i 1 . Noting that for every E 1 in t´p m´iq pt i pEqq we have
On the other hand, for every z in t´p m´iq pt i pEqq contained in Dpz 2i´m , cq, we have by Lemma 3.7piiiq and our choice of i 1 ,
Since for such z we have t m´i´i1 pt i1 pzqq " t i pEq " t m´i´i1 pt 2i´2i0 pE 1and by Lemma 3.7piiq the map t m´i´i1 is injective on Dpz 2i´m`i1 , ρq, we conclude that t i1 pzq " t 2i´2i0 pE 1 q. Since we also have deg t m´i´i 1 pt 2i´2i0 pE 1" 1 by Lemma 3.7piiq, when we restrict (5.6) to Dpz 2i´m , cq we obtain pt˚q m´i prt i pEqsq| Dpz2i´m,cq " pt˚q i1 prt 2i´2i0 pE 1 qsq| Dpz2i´m,cq , and therefore deg`pt˚q m´i prt i pEqsq| Dpz2i´m,cq˘ď deg`pt˚q i1 prt 2i´2i0 pE 1 qsq˘" p i1 .
Together with Proposition 3.4 and our definition of i 0 , this implies
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.3 with C 1 " 2p i1 .
Proposition 5.4. Let D and D 1 be residue discs contained in Y ord pC p q. Then for every ε ą 0 there is a constant C 1 ą 0 such that for every E in D and every integer n ě 1 that is not divisible by p, we have degpT n pEq| D 1 q ď C 2 n ε .
To prove this proposition we first establish an intermediate estimate.
Lemma 5.5. Let e and e 1 be ordinary elliptic curves over F p , and for each integer n ě 1 denote by Hom n pe, e 1 q the set of isogenies from e to e 1 of degree n. Then, for every ε ą 0 we have (5.7) # Hom n pe, e 1 q " opn ε q.
Proof. Assume there is a nonzero element φ 0 in Hompe 1 , eq, for otherwise there is nothing to prove. Then, the map ι : Hompe, e 1 q Ñ Endpeq given by ιpφq " φ 0˝φ is an injection, and degpιpφqq " degpφ 0 q degpφq. It is thus enough to prove (5.7) when e 1 " e. Since e is ordinary, the ring Endpeq is isomorphic to an order inside a quadratic imaginary extension K of Q. Moreover, the isomorphism can be taken such that the degree of an isogeny is the same as the field norm of the corresponding element in K, see, e.g., [Sil09, Chapter V, Theorem 3.1]. Let d be the discriminant of K. Then O d,1 is the ring of integers of K, and hence it is enough to show #tx P O d,1 : xx " nu " opn ε q.
Since the group of units Od ,1 is finite, this estimate follows from (2.2) and (2.13).
Proof of Proposition 5.4. Let e be the ordinary elliptic curve over F p so that D 1 " Dpjpeqq. In view of Lemma 5.5, it is sufficient to show that for every E in D and every integer n ě 1 that is not divisible by p we have (5.8) degpT n pEq| D 1 q ď # Hom n p r E, eq.
Since the function E Þ Ñ degpT n pEq| D 1 q is locally constant by Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to establish this inequality in the case where E is in Y ord pC unr p q. To prove (5.8), recall that the reduction morphism E Ñ r E induces a bijective map Erns Ñ r Erns, see for example [Sil09, Chapter VII, Proposition 3.1(b)]. In addition, note that for a subgroup C of E of order n such that jpE{Cq is in D 1 , there is an isogeny r E Ñ e whose kernel is equal to the reduction of C. This defines an injective map tC ď E : #C " n, jpE{Cq P D 1 u Ñ Hom n p r E, eq, proving (5.8) and completing the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let C 1 and C 2 be given by Propositions 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. Let ζ in F p be such that B Ď Dpζq, let r ě 1 be the minimal period of ζ under the Frobenius map and put O :" Ť r´1 i"0 Dpζ p i q. Let E in D be given. By (5.4), for every E 1 in supppT n0 pEqq that is not in O we have degpT p m pE 1 q| B q ď degpT p m pE 1 q| O q " 0.
On the other hand, for every E 1 in supppT n0 pEqq that is in O, we have by Proposition 5.3 degpT p m pE 1 q| B q ď C 1 m`1.
Together with (2.6) and Proposition 5.4 with D 1 " Dpζq, . . . , Dpζ p r´1 q, this implies degpT p m n0 pEq| B q ď pC 1 m`1q degpT n0 pEq| O q ď rC 2 pC 1`1 qpm`1qn ε 0 . This proves the theorem with C " rC 2 pC 1`1 q.
5.3.
Hecke orbits in the supersingular reduction locus. The purpose of this section is to prove the following result on Hecke orbits inside the supersingular reduction locus. In the case where E is in Y sups pC p q, Theorem C with n " p m n 0 is a direct consequence of this result together with (2.1) and Lemma 2.3.
Proposition 5.6. For every e in Y sups pF p q fix an arbitrary γ e in Dpjpeqq and for every r ą 0, put
Then the following properties hold.
piq For every r in p0, 1q there is a constant C ą 0 such that for every E in Y sups pC p q, every integer m ě 0 and every integer n 0 ě 1 that is not divisible by p, we have degpT p m n0 pEq| Bprď Cσ 1 pn 0 q.
piiq For every r 0 in p0, 1q and every integer m 0 ě 0, there is r in p0, 1q such that for every m in t0, . . . , m 0 u and integer n 0 ě 1 not divisible by p, we have for every E in Bpr 0 q supppT p m n0 pEqq Ď Bprq.
The proof of this result is based on the following lemma, giving for each integer m ě 0 a formula for the correspondence τ m defined in Proposition 4.5. To state this lemma, for each integer k ě 0 put k,2i´pm´kq¯˚i f m ě k`1. Proof. Fix k ě 0. We proceed by induction on m. The case m " 0 is trivial and the case m " 1 is a direct consequence of the definition given in Proposition 4.5. Let m ě 2 be given and suppose that the lemma holds with m replaced by m´1 and by m´2. If m ď k, then by (5.9)
which proves the induction step in the case m ď k. In the case m " k`1, using 1´A
This proves the induction step in the case m " k`1. If m " k`2, then
This proves the induction step in the case m " k`2. Finally, if m ě k`3,
This completes the proof of the induction step and of the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 5.6. Let p v p and pτ m q 8 m"0 be as in Proposition 4.5. To prove piq, let r in p0, 1q be given. By Proposition 4.3 there is an integer ℓ ě 0 such that p v p pBprqq Ď rx ℓ , x 0 s. Then the desired assertion follows from Proposition 4.5 and by the observation that by Lemma 5.7 for every x in s0, x 0 s we have degpτ m pxq| rx ℓ ,x0s q ď 1`p`¨¨¨`p ℓ .
To prove piiq, let r 0 in p0, 1q and an integer m 0 ě 0 be given. By Proposition 4.3 there is an integer ℓ ě 0 such that p v p pBpr 0Ď rx ℓ , x 0 s and r in p0, 1q such that p v´1 p prx ℓ`m0 , x 0 sq Ď Bprq. Then the desired inclusion follows from Proposition 4.5 by noting that by Lemma 5.7 for every x in rx ℓ , x 0 s and every m in t0, . . . , m 0 u, we have supppτ m pxqq Ď rx ℓ`m0 , x 0 s. We start by recalling level structures. Let R be a ring and let n ě 1 be an integer which is assumed to be invertible in R. Let E be an elliptic curve over R in the sense of Section 4.1. A level n structure on E over R is an isomorphism α n : Erns Ñ pZ{nZq 2 of group schemes over R.
Given an integer n ě 1 and an arbitrary ring R 0 where n is invertible, an algebraic modular form of level n ě 1 over R 0 is a family of maps F " pF R q RPR0-Alg such that for any R P R 0 -Alg, the R-valued map F R is defined on the the set of triples pE, ω, α n q, where E is an elliptic curve over R P R 0 -Alg, together with a differential form in Ω 1 E{R pEq 1 and a level n structure. The element F R pE, ω, α n q P R must define an assignment satisfying properties analogous to piq, piiq and piiiq stated in Section 4.1. See [Kat73, Section 1.2] for further details.
When R 0 contains 1{n and a primitive n-th root of unity, the q-expansions of an algebraic modular form F of level n over R 0 are defined as the elements of Zppqqqb Z R 0 obtained by evaluating F at the triples pTatepq n q, ω can , α n q R0 consisting of the Tate curve Tatepq n q (see Section 5.1) with its canonical differential ω can , viewed as defined over Zppb Z R 0 , with α n varying over all level n structures of Tatepq n q over Zppb Z R 0 . If all of the q-expansions of F lie in Z q b Z R 0 then F is called holomorphic at infinity. For algebraic modular forms F of level one there is only one q-expansion, which coincides with the previously defined F pqq.
According to [Kat73, p. 98], for any level 3 ď n ď 11 odd, there exists a lifting of A 1 to a modular form of level n, weight one, holomorphic at infinity, over Zr1{ns. We define E 1 as any such lifting and set npE 1 q :" n. Similarly, when m ě 4 and 3 ∤ m, there exists a lifting of A 2 to a modular form of level m, weight two, holomorphic at infinity, over Zr1{ms. We define E 2 as any such lifting and set npE 2 q :" m.
The following statement is a comparison between both approaches.
Proposition A.1. Let E P Y sups pC p q and let ω be a differential form in Ω 1 E{Op pEq 1 . piq For any level npE 1 q structure α on E we have ord 2 pE 4 pE, ωqq ă 3 ô ord 2 pE 4 1 pE, ω, αqq ă 3, in which case ord 2 pE 4 pE, ωqq " ord 2 pE 4 1 pE, ω, αqq. piiq For any level npE 2 q structure α on E we have ord 3 pE 6 pE, ωqq ă 5 2 ô ord 3 pE 3 2 pE, ω, αqq ă 5 2 , in which case ord 3 pE 4 pE, ωqq " ord 3 pE 3 2 pE, ω, αqq. Proof. In order to prove piq, we start by recalling the q-expansion E 4 pqq " 1`240 8 ÿ n"1 σ 3 pnqq n , obtained by setting k " 4 in (4.2). Since ord 2 p240q " 4, we have E 4 pqq " 1 mod 2 4 . Now, put n 1 :" npE 1 q, let ζ n1 be a primitive n 1 -th roof of unity and define R 1 :" Zr1{n 1 , ζ n1 s. By the definition of E 1 we have E 1 pTatepq n1 q, ω can , α n1 q " A 1 pq n1 q " 1 mod 2R 1 , hence E 4 1 pTatepq n1 q, ω can , α n1 q " 1 " E 4 pq n1 q mod 2 3 R 1 , for any level n 1 structure α n1 on Tatepq n1 q. We conclude that the form f obtained by reducing modulo 2 3 Zr1{n 1 s the form E 4´E 4 1 is an algebraic modular form of weight 4, level n 1 over Z{2 3 Z, whose q-expansions over pZ{2 3 Zqrζ n1 s vanish identically. By [Kat73, Theorem 1.6.1] we deduce that f " 0. By compatibility with base change we conclude that for any Zr1{n 1 s-algebra R and any triple pE, ω, α n1 q over R we have E 4 pE, ωq´E 4 1 pE, ω, α n1 q " f ppE, ω, α n1 q R{2 3 R q " 0 mod 2 3 R. In particular, choosing R " O p , we get (A.1) ord 2 pE 4 pE, ωq´E 4 1 pE, ω, α n1ě 3, for every E P Y sups pC p q, every basis ω of Ω 1 E{Op and every level n 1 structure α n1 on E. Then, piq is a direct consequence of (A.1) and the ultrametric inequality.
The proof of piiq is unfortunately less straightforward. This is because the same argument used to prove (A.1) only yields the inequality ord 3 pE 6 pE, ωq´E 3 2 pE, ω, α n2ě 2, valid for any level n 2 :" npE 2 q structure α n2 on E, but such inequality does not imply the desired result. On the other hand, the above argument allows us to infer (A.2) ord 3 pE 4 pE, ωq´E 2 2 pE, ω, α n2ě 1. In order to prove piiq we introduce the series
where σ 1`n 2˘i s defined as zero when n is odd. It is known that G 2 is a classical holomorphic modular form of weight two for the group Γ 0 p2q " tg P SL 2 pZq : g " p˚0˚q mod 2u. ¶ By [Kat73, Corollary 1.9.1], G 2 defines an algebraic modular over Z r1{2s of weight two and level two. This form satisfies the identity (A.4) 4 G 3 2 " E 6`3 E 4 G 2 . Indeed, the space of modular forms over C of weight six for Γ 0 p2q has dimension 2, see the dimension formulas in [DS05, Chapter 3]. By comparing Fourier expansions, it is easy to check that E 6 and E 4 G 2 are linearly independent over C, hence they form a basis of such space. This implies that there exist a, b P C with G 3 2 " a E 6`b E 4 G 2 . Then, (A.4) follows at the level of classical modular forms by computing the values of a and b, which can be done by comparing Fourier expansions. Finally, the fact that (A.4) holds as an identity between algebraic modular forms over Z r1{2s is a consequence of [Kat73, Corollary 1.9.1].
We also recall the identity Then, this identity holds at the level of algebraic modular forms by the same reasoning as before. Given E P Y sups pC p q and a differential form ω in Ω 1 E{Op pEq 1 , we have ∆pE, ωq P Op since E has good reduction. This implies (A.5) ord 3 pE 2 6 pE, ωq´E 3 4 pE, ωqq " 3.
By using (A.4) and (A.5), we will now prove piiq. Let α be a level n 2 structure on E. First, assume that ord 3 pE 2 pE, ω, αqq ă 5 6 . From (A.4) we see that the reduction modulo 3 of G 2 equals A 2 . Since the same holds for E 2 , we conclude that (A.6) ord 3 pE 2 pE, ω, αq´G 2 pE, ω, βqq ě 1, for any level two structure β. In particular ord 3 pG 2 pE, ω, βqq " ord 3 pE 2 pE, ω, αqq ă 5 6 .
By (A.4) we have E 6 pE, ωq " G 2 pE, ω, βq p4G 2 2 pE, ω, βq´3 E 4 pE, ωqq. But by (A.2) and (A.6) we also have ord 3 p3 E 4 pE, ωqq " 1`ord 3 pE 4 pE, ωqq ě 1`mint1, ord 3 pG 2 2 pE, ω, βqqu ą ord 3 pG 2 2 pE, ω, βqq, hence ord 3 pE 6 pE, ωqq " ord 3 pG 3 2 pE, ω, βqq " ord 3 pE 3 2 pE, ω, αqq. This proves one implication. Let us now prove the reciprocal. We start by assuming that ord 3 pE 6 pE, ωqq ă 5 2 . If ord 3 pE 4 pE, ωqq ă 1, then we can use (A.2), (A.5) and (A.6) to deduce that ord 3 pE 3 4 pE, ωqq " ord 3 pE 2 6 pE, ωqq and ord 3 pG 2 2 pE, ω, βqq " ord 3 pE 4 pE, ωqq. This implies ord 3 p3 G 2 pE, ω, βq E 4 pE, ωqq " 1`ord 3 pE 6 pE, ωqq ą ord 3 pE 6 pE, ωqq.
By (A.4) and (A.6) we conclude ord 3 pE 3 2 pE, ω, αqq " ord 3 pG 3 2 pE, ω, βqq " ord 3 pE 6 pE, ωqq. Now, if ord 3 pE 4 pE, ωqq ě 1 then (A.2) and (A.6) imply ord 3 pG 2 2 pE, ω, βqq ě 1, giving ord 3 p3 G 2 pE, ω, βq E 4 pE, ωqq ě 5 2 ą ord 3 pE 6 pE, ωqq.
As before, we conclude ord 3 pE 3 2 pE, ω, αqq " ord 3 pE 6 pE, ωqq. This proves the reciprocal implication and completes the proof of the proposition.
Appendix B. Eichler-Shimura analytic relation
In this appendix we further study the canonical branch t of T p that is defined on Y ord pC p q in Section 3.1. We start extending t, as follows. Recall that v p denotes Katz' valuation, defined in Section 4.1. Extend v p to Y pC p q as v p " 0 outside Y sups pC p q, and put (B.1)
On N p X Y sups pC p q, we use the definition of t in Lemma 4.6. To define t at a point E in Y bad pC p q, let z in Dp0, 1q˚and let ϕ z : Cp {z Z Ñ TatepzqpC p q be the isomorphism of analytic groups as in Section 5.1. Then we define
HpEq :" ϕ z ptζz n P Cp : ζ p " 1, n P Zu{z Z q, and tpEq :" E{HpEq.
Note that in the notation (5.2) of Section 5.1, we have HpEq " C p,z p . The map t : N p Ñ Y pC p q so defined is the canonical branch of T p .
The goal of this appendix is to prove the following result. The proof of Theorem B.1 is at the end of this appendix. When restricted to Y ord pC p q, it is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 with m " 1. To prove (B.3) for E in Y sups pC p q, we use Lemma 4.6. To prove this relation on Y bad pC p q, we use the results on the uniformization of p-adic elliptic curves with multiplicative reduction, recalled in Section 5.1. To prove (B.2) and that t is a finite sum of Laurent series for p ě 5, we use Theorem 3.3 in Section 3.1. For p " 2 and 3, we use Proposition B.2 below, whose proof is based on the explicit formulae in [Mes86, Appendice] . This result also provides a proof of Theorem 3.3 when p " 2 and 3
Note that for p " 2 and 3, the set Y sups pF p q consists of a single point whose j-invariant is equal to 0 and to 1728, see for example [Sil09, Chapter V, Section 4].
Proposition B.2. Put j 2 :" 0 and j 3 :" 1728, and consider the polynomials q k 2 pzq :"´93¨2 4 z`627¨2 8 and q k 3 pzq :" 328¨3 2 z 2`8 5708¨3 3 z`1263704¨3 5 . Then for p " 2 and 3, the canonical branch t of T p admits a Laurent series expansion of the form tpzq " pz´j p q p`j p`q k p pz´j p q`8 ÿ n"1 A ppq n pz´j p q n , where for every n ě 1 the coefficient A ppq n is in Z and satisfies ord p pA ppq n q ě # 4`8n if p " 2; 3 2`9 2 n if p " 3, with equality if n " 1.
To prove this proposition, we introduce some notation and recall the explicit formulae in [Mes86, Appendice]. For K " C or C p , we use j to identify Y pKq with K and consider T p as a correspondence acting on DivpKq. Let Y 0 ppq, α p and β p be as in Section 2.2, so that T p " pj˝α p q˚˝pj˝β p q˚. Denote by w p : Y 0 ppqpKq Ñ Y 0 ppqpKq the Atkin-Lehner or Fricke involution, defined by w p pE, Cq :" pE{C, Erps{Cq and note that β p " α p˝wp . Identify Y 0 ppqpCq with the quotient Γ 0 ppqzH and denote and therefore F n`1 pf pzqq´z " F n pf pzqq´z`pF n`1´Fn qpf pzqq " 0 mod 1 z n`1 Z " 1 z  .
This completes the definition of the sequence p∆ n q 8 n"0 . It follows that the unique series ∆ in 1 z Z 1 z satisfying for every n ě 0 the congruence ∆pzq " ∆ n pzq mod 1 z n`1 Z 1 z , satisfies F pf pzqq " z.
To prove the last assertion, note that for every r in p0, 1q, I r :" zp1`gpzqq : gpzq P 1 z Z 1 z , }g} r ď 1 ( is a collection of series in Z 1 z that is closed under composition. It follows from the above construction that, if for some r in p0, 1q we have }δ} r ď 1, then for every integer n ě 0 the series F n and F n˝f are both in I r . This implies that F is in I r , as wanted.
The proof of Proposition B.2 is given after the following lemma, which is also used in the proof of Theorem B.1.
Lemma B.4. For an arbitrary prime number p, the right-hand side of (3.3) converges to t on Y ord pC p q Y Y bad pC p q.
Proof. Let Φ p pX, Y q be the modular polynomial of level p, as defined in Section 2.2, so that for every z in Y ord pC p q we have Φ p pz, tpzqq " 0. By Theorem 3.3, the finite sum of Laurent series on the right-hand side of (3.3) converges on Y ord pC p q Y Y bad pC p q to a function p t extending t, and for z in Y bad pC p q we have | p tpzq| p " |z| p p . It follows that for every z in Y bad pC p q we have Φ p pz, p tpzqq " 0, so p tpzq is in the support of T p pzq. Combining (5.1) and (5.3), we conclude that p tpzq " tpzq.
Proof of Proposition B.2. Note that if we put r 2 :" 2´8 and r 3 :" 3´9 2 , then for p " 2 and 3 we have by Proposition 4.3, N p :" tz P C p : |z´j p | p ą r p u.
For p " 2 and 3, put q α p :" p α p´jp and q β p :" p β p´jp . Note that for p " 3, we have q α 3 pzq " pz 2`2¨32 z´3 3 q 2 z and q β 3 pzq " pz 2´2¨35 z´3 9 q 2 z 3 .
So, for p " 2 and 3 the rational map δ p pzq :" z´1 q β p pzq´1 is a Laurent polynomial in 1 z Z " 1 z ‰ satisfying }δ p } rp ď 1. In particular, for every z in the set q N p :" tz 1 P C p : |z 1 | p ą r p u, we have | q β p pzq| p " |z| p , so q β p maps q N p into itself. By Lemma B.3 there is ∆ p pwq in 1 w Z 1 w such that }∆ p } rp ď 1 and such that the map F p : q N p Ñ q N p w Þ Ñ F p pwq :" wp1`∆ p pwqq is an inverse of q β p | | Np .
We show below that t coincides with the map q t : N p Ñ C p z Þ Ñ q tpzq :" pq α p˝Fp qpz´j p q`j p .
Once this is established, the proposition follows from explicit computations using the estimates,
ď 1 for p " 2, and
ď 1 for p " 3.
By definition, for each z in p N p the point q tpzq is in the support of T p pzq " pα p q˚˝βp pzq. Moreover, for every z in Y bad pC p q we have | q tpzq| p " |z| p p , so by (5.1) and (5.3) we have q tpzq " tpzq. Combined with Lemma B.4, this implies that q t and t agree on Y ord pC p q Y Y bad pC p q. In view of Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.6, to prove that q t and t agree on N p XY sups pC p q it is sufficient to show that for every w in q N p XM p we have |pq α p˝Fp qpwq| p ‰ |w| 1 p p . Note that for every w in q N p we have |F p pwq| p " |w| p . A direct computation shows that for p " 2 we have In all the cases we have |pq α p˝Fp qpwq| p ‰ |w| 1 p p . This completes the proof of t " q t, and of the proposition.
Proof of Theorem B.1. We first prove (B.2), and the assertions about the Laurent series expansion. For p " 2 and 3, these are given by Proposition B.2. Assume p ě 5. For each e in Y sups pF p q, let j e be given by Proposition 4.3, and define P sups pXq " ś ePYsupspFpq pX´j e q as in the proof of this proposition. Since the reduction modulo p of the polynomial P sups is separable, for every e in Y sups pF p q we have that j e is in Q unr p . Put β e :" j e . Denote by p t the finite sum of Laurent series in the righthand side of (3.3) for these choices of pβ e q ePYsupspFpq . It follows from Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 4.3 that p t converges on N p , and by Lemma B.4 that for every z in Y bad pC p q Y Y ord pC p q we have p tpzq " tpzq. We proceed to prove that for every z in p N p :" N p X Y sups pC p q we also have p tpzq " tpzq. Denote by Φ p pX, Y q the modular polynomial of level p defined in Section 2.2. Note that for every z in Y bad pC p q Y Y ord pC p q we have (B.4) Φ p p p tpzq, zq " Φ p pz, p tpzqq " 0.
Since p t is analytic, (B.4) holds for every z in N p . In view of Lemma 4.6, this implies that for every E in p N p we have either v p p p tpEqq " 1 p v p pEq, or .
We now prove that (B.5) holds for every E in p N p . Fix e in Y sups pF p q, and note that the function ν : . Thus, either (B.5) holds for every E in N p X Dpjpeqq, or for every E in this set we have v p p p tpEqq " 1 p v p pEq. So, to prove that (B.5) holds for every E in N p X Dpjpeqq it is sufficient to prove that it holds for some E 0 in N p X Dpjpeqq. Choose E 0 in N p X Dpjpeqq such that z 0 :" jpE 0 q satisfies 0 ă ord p pz 0´je q ă 1 p`1 .
By Theorem 3.3 we have ord p´p tpz 0 q´z p 0´p kpz 0 q¯ě 1´ord p pz 0´je q ą p p`1 .
Since ord p pz 0´je q ă 1 p , we also have ord p p p tpz 0 q´j p e q " p ord p pz 0´je q ă p p`1 .
Combined with ord p pj p e´je ppě 1 and ord p ppkpz 0ě 1, this implies (B.6) ord p´p tpz 0 q´j e ppq¯" p ord p pz 0´je q, and therefore (B.5) with E " E 0 . This completes the proof that (B.5) holds for every E in p N p . In view of (B.4), Proposition 4.3, and Lemma 4.6, it follows that for every z in p N p we have p tpzq " tpzq. By Theorem 3.3 we also obtain (B.2). It remains to prove (B.3) for an arbitrary prime number p. Note that for E in Y ord pC p q this is given by Proposition 3.4 with m " 1, and that for E in Y bad pC p q this follows from the combination of (5.1), and of (5.3) with n " p. It remains to prove (B.3) for E in p N p . By the considerations above, and the proof of Proposition B.2, we have that (B.5) holds for every prime number p and for every E in p N p . By Lemma 4.6 we deduce that: 1. t maps N 1 p :" " E P Y pC p q : 0 ă v p pEq ă 1 p`1 * onto p N p , and for every E in p N p the divisor pt| N 1 p q˚pEq has degree p; 2. t maps S p :" " E P Y pC p q : v p pEq " 1 p`1 * onto B p :" Y sups pC p qz p N p , and for every E in B p the divisor pt| Sp q˚pEq has degree p`1; 3. t maps A p :" p N p zpN 1 p YS p q onto itself, and for every E in A p we have pt| Ap q˚pEq " rtpEqs. The proof of (B.3) is divided in the following cases:
1. For E in B p , we have t˚pEq " pt| Sp q˚pEq and this divisor has degree p`1.
Together with (B.4) this implies T p pEq " t˚pEq; 2. For E in A p , we have t˚pEq " pt| N 1 p q˚pEq`pt| Ap q˚pEq and this divisor has degree p`1. As in the previous case we conclude that T p pEq " t˚pEq; 3. For E in N 1 p Y S p , we have t˚pEq " pt| N 1 p q˚pEq and this divisor is of degree p. Combined with (B.4) this implies that the divisor T p pEq´t˚pEq has degree 1. On the other hand, by (B.5) the point tpEq is not in the support of t˚pEq, so by (B.4) we have T pEq´t˚pEq " rtpEqs. This completes the proof of (B.3), and of the theorem.
